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                                                Overview                                                                Assessment Frequency (Subject to Revisions)  

Previous 
TEKS/ 

SE: 

Current 
TEKS/ 

SE 

1st Six 
Weeks 

Common 
Assessment  

 2nd Six Weeks 
 Common  

Assessments 

Assessment of 
 Course 

 Performance 
ACP: 

STAAR 
Frequency: 

2012-18 

4.2E 4.3A --- ✔ ✔ 7 

4.2B 4.3B ✔ --- ✔ 26 

4.2A 4.3C --- --- --- 5 

F19F  4.6E ✔ --- ✔ 24 

F19D 4.6F ✔ ✔ ✔ 48 

4.11A 4.6G --- ✔ ✔ 23 

F19E 4.7D ✔ ✔ ✔ 14 

4.11D 4.9Dii --- ✔ ✔ 7 

4.11C 4.9Diii --- ✔ ✔ 15 

4.15C 4.11C ✔ ✔ ✔ 47 

4.15D 4.11D ✔ ✔ ✔ 53 

4.15D 4.11Diii ✔ --- ✔ 53 

4.15D 4.11Dv --- ✔ ✔ 53 

4.15D 4.11Dvi --- ✔ ✔ 53 

4.15D 4.11Dvii --- ✔ ✔ 53 

 
 
 

Week  Date Reading Writing  
(Grammar/Composition) 

           
1 

September 
30th – October 

4th  

Informational 
RETEACH LESSON 

FROM CA#1 

Types of Correspondence 
/Format of a Formal 
Letter 

 4.3A, 4.9Dii, 4.9Di 4.11A, 4.11Diii, 4.12D 

 
2 

October 7th –
October 11th  

Informational 
 (Spiral 4.3A) 

Types of Correspondence 
/Format of a Formal 

Letter 

 4.6F, 4.9Di, 4.9Diii, 
4.7D 

4.11A, 4.11Diii, 4.12D 

 
3 

October 14th – 
October 18th 

Informational (Spiral 
4.3A/4.Di) 

Revising/Editing 

 4.6F,4.9Diii, 4.7D 4.11D(i), 4.11D(ii)  

 
    4 

October 21st – 
October 24th  

Informational (Spiral 
4.3A)  

(REVIEW) 

Revising and 
Conferencing/ 

 4.9Di, 4.9Diii, 4.6F, 
4.7D 

4.11D(i), 4.11D(x), 
4.11D(xi) 

 
    5 

October 28th – 
November 1st  

Second Six Weeks  
Common Assessment Window  
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Week 1 Monday 9/30 Tuesday 10/1 Wednesday 10/2 Thursday 10/3 Friday 10/4 

 
 

Response Skill 

4.7(G) discuss specific 
ideas in the text that are 
important to the meaning 

4.7(G) discuss specific ideas 
in the text that are important 
to the meaning 

4.7(C) use text evidence to 
support an appropriate 
response 

4.7(C) use text evidence to 
support an appropriate 
response 

4.7(E) interact with sources 
in meaningful ways such as 
notetaking, annotating, 
freewriting, or illustrating 

 

Genre: Informational 

4.3(A) use print or digital 
resources to determine 
meaning, syllabication, and 
pronunciation 
 

4.9(D) recognize characteristics and structures of informational 
text, including: (ii) features such as pronunciation guides and 
diagrams to support understanding 
 

4.9(D) recognize 
characteristics and structures 
of informational text, 
including: (i) the central idea 
with supporting evidence 
 

4.6(F) make inferences and 
use evidence to support 
understanding 
 

 

Which definition of _______ 
is used in paragraph 
______?  
Read the dictionary entry 
for the word ________. 
Which meaning best 
matches the way the word 
_______ is used in 
paragraph ____?  
Which definition best 
matches the word _____ as 
used in paragraph ____?  
 
 

How do text features provide support for locating specific 
information? 
How do text features provide support for gaining an overview 
of the contents of text? 

How do details and facts 
support the main idea(s) 
How is the main idea(s) 
determined using facts and 
details from the text? 

What inferences and/or 
conclusions can be drawn 
about specific details? 
What text evidence supports 
inferences and conclusions? 
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TEK: Focus TEKS 4.3A 
BEGINNING 
Use root and suffix cards to 
demonstrate adding a suffix 
to the end of a root word. 
Then have students use the 
cards to make words with 
suffixes. 
INTERMEDIATE 
Use sentence frames: I 
adore your baby. The baby 
is (adorable). I believe your 
story. Your story is 
(believable). 
ADVANCED/ADVANCED 
HIGH 
Provide each first sentence 
above, but have students 
reply with a complete 
sentence: The baby is 
_______ (adorable). Your 
story 
is__________(believable). 
  
Students should create a 
suffix chart in their reading 
journal showing the suffix, 
meaning, a word, and a 
sentence. 
Example Chart: 
  

  

Text:  Pollution 
Focus TEKS:  4.10C, 4.9Dii 
Supporting TEKS: 4.6H 
ELPS: 2G, 3E, 3F 
 Learning Purpose:   Students will analyze the author’s use 
of print and graphic features including title, subheadings, 
photographs and illustrations. 

  
 
To get the lesson started, explain to students that you are 
interested in knowing how pollution can affect our lives and 
those of animals and their habitat. Tell students that as they 
read about how pollution affects animals and their 
habitats,  they will also analyze the author’s use of print and 
graphic features.  
  

Project the first page of Pollution.  Ask students to identify the 
title and subheadings.  Ask: Based on the title and 
subheadings, what do you predict to find in this article?  Allow 
students to volunteer their ideas.   
  

Read the first page of the article as a class.  Discuss whether 
or not their predictions were correct.  Ask: What did the author 
do to help you gain an idea of what the article was about 
before you read it? (He used subheadings and 
photographs)  Did he accomplish his purpose? 
  

Direct students to the remaining pages of the article.  Ask for 
volunteers to find other ways the author is using text features 
to organize and clarify the information in the article. 

  

During Collaboration, remind students to listen actively, ask 
relevant questions, clarify information, and make pertinent 
comments. These steps are very important in students sharing 
information with a partner or group. Let them know that 
collaborating is an outlet used so every student has a voice. 
Review the IFL-Pair Trio Sharing  with the class and have 
them use this strategy.  
  

Text: The Eco Guardians  
Focus TEKS:  4.9Di, 4.6F                                           
Supporting TEKS: 4.6G, 4.10A, 4.10B 

ELPS: 2G, 3E, 3F 

Learning Purpose:  Students will recognize characteristics of 
an opinion text structure and how authors use details to 
support their claim. 

  

 
Explain that in this unit we will read texts about how to care 
for the environment. Today's lesson will include students 
reading two letters, Letter 1 and Letter 2.  These are in the 
section entitled Eco Guardians.  Class will read these letters 
aloud or in small groups. These letters contain both facts and 
opinions.  After students have read the text, point out that we 
are going to begin talking about argumentative (opinion) text 
in which the author has an opinion that he/she 
supports.  Teacher will display Identifying the Claim anchor 
chart and review the points with the class. Teacher will refer 
students to paragraph 2 of Letter 1  and ask: 
What motivates the students to write this letter? Provide text 
evidence to support your answer. What are they asking for? 
(Students will respond that the Echo Guardians want to help 
the environment.They want to help the environment. They say 
"we would appreciate your advice on ways to help the 
environment.") 
  

Teacher will refer students back to paragraph two of Letter 1 
and ask students: 
How are the Eco Guardians supporting their message of 
wanting to help the environment? (Students will respond they 
are offering a solution in annual environmental awareness 
day.)  Teacher will continue the discussion by repeating the 
process using paragraph 3 of the letter. 
  

To ensure comprehension, discuss as a class the following 
questions: 

 To whom is the first letter addressed? (Emelia Garcia, VP 
Global Solutions) 
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https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/1Y4PKUhOEfSmVD-XYwFcwgfn8Y6Etw2BV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/1Y4PKUhOEfSmVD-XYwFcwgfn8Y6Etw2BV/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rdekWQBTPQ33sBgQfPpzS1FnFyW6B-Hn1-AfEH6_N6c/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11RTVga69egfXKaf8lKgxAJ1HYAMglmpT
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OUoSHRRdaETgLwRsb2JhObvfH7_B3dm5
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QwiSrYkjG4dtuWjmkDeW8EhgrnQ07Amc
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11RTVga69egfXKaf8lKgxAJ1HYAMglmpT
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11RTVga69egfXKaf8lKgxAJ1HYAMglmpT
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Assign different sections of the text to pairs or trios.  Each 
small group should become an expert on the text features 
found in their section.  Groups will report to the class which 
text features were used in their section and how that text 
feature helped the reader comprehend the material 
better.  (This article will be used again in another lesson to 
determine information.) 

 
For independent practice, provide students with the article 
Habitat Destruction to complete a culminating task. Students 
should analyze the author’s use of print and graphic features 
and explain how these images contribute to understanding the 
text.  Students should choose a text feature used by the 
author and explain whether or not the author achieved his 
purpose with the text feature. 
  

Closing: 
Discuss with students how both texts target the question. 
What can people do to care for our planet? 

  

 Why did the students write the letter to her? (She is the VP of 
Global Solutions) 

 Who are the Eco Guardians? What do they do? (Group of 
students who are passionate about ecology and conservation. 
They protect the Earth) 

  

Have students read the second letter, Letter 2,  with a 
partner. And answer the following questions in their 
notebooks: 
Who is writing the letter? What is her response to the Eco 
Guardians?  How is she supporting her response to the Eco 
Guardians? Find an opinion given in the second letter and 
discuss why it is an opinion. What is the purpose of the letter? 
  

Students will continue to work with their pairs to come up with 
a different solution to help the environment that the Eco-
Guardians could have used in their letter. They will then write 
a paragraph using the letter as an example in which they 
explain their solution. 

Have students collaborate among their groups to answer the 
following questions to discuss as a class when finished: 

 What’s the claim made in their letter? What facts do the Eco 
Guardians use to support their claim?  (They want advice on 
how to help the environment and they have some possible 
solutions  “we would appreciate your advice on ways to help 
the environment. One of our ideas is to host an annual 
environmental awareness day.”)  

 What problems do the Eco Guardians want to address? What 
are their proposed solutions and what facts do they use to 
support them?  (They want to help the environment by 
creating annual environmental awareness day, convert 
vacant land to sanctuaries. Facts used are picking up trash 
and recycling help the environment) 

 Why did the group choose their solution? Provide evidence to 
support your answer.  

  

 

https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/1g_ZvTtwK5Rp1KajSARctQ5ctxqxAd5rH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OUoSHRRdaETgLwRsb2JhObvfH7_B3dm5
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As part of independent work, students will answer the 
following questions: 

 Why did the author include paragraph 4 on his response 
letter? (It supports the importance of the sanctuary in 
preserving many animal habitats and provides a place for 
people to enjoy nature.) 

 What suggestion did the author make in paragraph 
4?(Suggest asking parents to start a petition.) 

 What claim did the author make based on her 
suggestion?(The town may decide to set aside the land rather 
than develop it.) 

 What evidence did the author include to support her 
claim?(The petition should describe the land’s natural 
features and some of the animals that live there because 
people will respond better if they have information.) 

 How does the use of graphic features such as The Eco 
Guardians logo support the author's purpose? (The purpose 
is to persuade the reader to take action and the logo shows 
how recycling is another way to help the environment.)  
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 Which definition of _______ 
is used in paragraph 
______?  
Read the dictionary entry 
for the word ________. 
Which meaning best 
matches the way the word 
_______ is used in 
paragraph ____?  
Which definition best 
matches the word _____ as 
used in paragraph ____?  

In which section of the selection could the reader find 
information about …?  
Which part of the article best helps readers visualize what they 
would experience at ________ (place)? 
In which part of the selection can the reader find information 
about ________ (information)? 
 

What do the details in 
paragraph # explain about 
(someone/something from the 
text)? • According to the 
selection, (partial detail from 
the text) — ( Note: The answer 
completes the detail) • 
According to the selection, the 
main goal of (event from text) 
is to — • According to the 
article, what is one way 
(someone/something from text 
+ action)? • What was one 
benefit of (someone/something 
from text + action)? (Note: 
“Benefit of” could be replaced 
with other appropriate words 
such as “reason for” or 
“problem with,” etc.) 
 

What is the author’s 
intended 
theme/lesson/message? 
 
What lesson does 
(Character 1) learn from 
(Character 2)? 
 
How do images (e.g., 
photographs) support ideas 
in text? 
 
The photograph included 
with the selection shows — 
 
The photographs of (objects 
in the photographs) after 
paragraph # are 
included most likely to — 
 

 
 

 

 

                                                                                                   Writing Routines 

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 1- Copy or glue 
sentence into notebook. 
Invitation to notice- what do 
you notice about this 
sentence?  

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 2- Label the parts of 
speech. 

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 3- Invitation to revise, 
keep the meaning but revise 
the sentence.  

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 4- Invitation to re-write- 
keep the structure of the 
sentence but rewrite with your 
own meaning.  

Mentor Sentence Routine:  
Day 5 - Assessment Revise 
and Edit  

 

4.11D(iii) edit drafts using 
nouns 2.2.1 Singular 
Possessive Nouns 
2.2.2 Plural Possessive 
Nouns 
  
 

4.11D(iii) edit drafts using 
nouns 2.2.3 Apostrophe Use 
in Possessive Nouns 
2.2.4 Review Possessive 
Nouns 
 
 

4.11(D) edit drafts using 
standard English conventions, 
including: (vi) prepositions and 
prepositional phrases 
4.6.1 Prepositions 
4.6.2 Prepositional Phrases 
 
 

4.11(D) edit drafts using 
standard English conventions, 
including: (vi) prepositions and 
prepositional phrases 
4.6.3 Prepositional Phrases to 
Provide Details 
4.6.4 Review Prepositions and 
Prepositional Phrases 
 
 

4.11D(iii) edit drafts using 
nouns  
Connect to Writing: Using 
Possessive Nouns 
 
 Connect to Writing:  Using 
Prepositions and 
Prepositional Phrases 
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fN18tTlzszB3JiBVwsBulGRB3jzYzyyR
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fN18tTlzszB3JiBVwsBulGRB3jzYzyyR
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FrVVxe2WhO2Y5hnkA79C1WrFoUCh0kIJ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FrVVxe2WhO2Y5hnkA79C1WrFoUCh0kIJ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12vXyKXNi5PUEJIlgaJU036nrjb6RVRUz
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12vXyKXNi5PUEJIlgaJU036nrjb6RVRUz
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iV08KtluNTmPQ8-aqoMkdtyu3jwPiDGm
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iV08KtluNTmPQ8-aqoMkdtyu3jwPiDGm
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g4/teacher/epub/hmh_ir4_egtg04_teacher/#cards--4re_gtg_prepandprepphrases_461/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g4/teacher/epub/hmh_ir4_egtg04_teacher/#cards--4re_gtg_prepandprepphrases_462/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g4/teacher/epub/hmh_ir4_egtg04_teacher/#cards--4re_gtg_prepandprepphrases_462/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g4/teacher/epub/hmh_ir4_egtg04_teacher/#cards--4re_gtg_prepandprepphrases_462/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g4/teacher/epub/hmh_ir4_egtg04_teacher/#cards--4re_gtg_prepandprepphrases_464/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g4/teacher/epub/hmh_ir4_egtg04_teacher/#cards--4re_gtg_prepandprepphrases_464/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YRJxwGay1INzwb-nZ5fb9xxU7OUO34Xi
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YRJxwGay1INzwb-nZ5fb9xxU7OUO34Xi
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g4/teacher/epub/hmh_ir4_egtg04_teacher/#cards--4re_gtg_prepandprepphrases_464/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g4/teacher/epub/hmh_ir4_egtg04_teacher/#cards--4re_gtg_prepandprepphrases_464/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g4/teacher/epub/hmh_ir4_egtg04_teacher/#cards--4re_gtg_prepandprepphrases_464/
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Mini Lesson - Types of Correspondence /Format of a 
Formal Letter 

 
TEKS: 4.11A, 4.11Diii, 4.12D 
ELPS: 1G, 1E, 2I, 3I 
 Learning Purpose: Students will learn about different 
types of correspondence focusing on the format of a formal 
letter and brainstorm ideas for the formal letter they will be 
writing throughout the week.  

 Writing Across Texts:    

This week, you have read a correspondence between some 
children and the vice president of an eco-friendly company. 
WRITE a correspondence that has characteristics of an 
argumentative text. Use facts and opinions to support your 
claim.  
  

  
Teacher will display Types of Correspondence Examples to 
discuss different types of correspondence letters: Thank-
You Note, Letter to Request Information, Friendly Letter, 
and Business letter. Explain that a Thank-You Note is 
informal and its purpose is to express in writing how 
grateful you are for something someone has given you or 
done for you. A Friendly letter is another example of 
informal letter to a friend or family member, and a Business 
Letter is a formal letter to someone about something 
important. 
  

Tell students they will focus on a formal letter that requests 
information. Tell students they will be writing a formal letter 
to their school principal with problems they see at their 
school that are harming the environment with possible 
solutions. In the letter they will ask their principal for 
feedback and information on their proposed solutions just 
as the mentor text The Eco-Guardians in which the sender 
of the letter is writing to an expert to get their thoughts and 
advice on their proposed solutions.  

 
 
 
 
Mini Lesson - Drafting a Formal Letter Using Formal Language (3 days) 

  
TEKS: 4.11, 4.11B(i), 4.12D 
ELPS: 1B, 1G, 4G, 5B 
 Learning Purpose: Students will draft a formal letter to their principal requesting advice and 
information using formal language.  

 .  

Ask:  How is a formal letter different from an expository essay? (A letter has a heading, greeting, 
and closing which an essay does not have.)  Remind students that we are writing a formal letter 
so we need to use formal language. Continue the discussion by asking students whether they talk 
to their parents the same way they talk to friends.  Point out that the language we use when 
talking to friends is not the same language we use when talking to our parents. We use informal 
language with our friends and formal language with our parents or other adults. 
  

Display the Formal and Informal Language document and discuss with students the different 
types of formal language such as verbs, transition words, etc. Point out that there is absolutely no 
slang in a formal letter. Tell students to imagine talking to their principal face to face when they 
start drafting the letter. 
  

Begin modeling the writing of the different parts of the letter using the The Eco-Guardians as an 
example and the Parts of a Formal Letter anchor chart.   
  

 
Before starting the collaboration piece, display the Formal Letter Rubric . Teacher will tell 
students that when they have finished their draft and are checking their partner’s writing, they 
need to check for the organization of the letter under the organization column of the rubric. They 
will also check for how the ideas presented were supported under the ideas and support column 
of the rubric.  
  
Have students work with a partner to draft the body of their letter. Students will use The Eco-
Guardians text as an example when they are writing their draft. Students will use some of the 
words found in the formal language column in Formal and Informal Language . Remind students 
to watch for their use of singular and plural possessive nouns while drafting their letter and to 
imagine talking to their principal face to face when they start drafting letter. 
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Writing Purpose for the Week: This week and the following, students will review the writing process through a correspondence requesting information. 
Throughout the week, students will learn the features of correspondence, the parts of a formal letter, and distinguish the difference between informal and 

formal language. Students will write a formal letter that will request information related to the topic Global Guardians. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1efn0PdCfh1Cpi3bK7fGuR2r9ZPDq2JZz
https://drive.google.com/open?id=19jL8xR06HP0nKJcgSFLORiU7CKoUnAUs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Gv592MlcitnUi3r8gGQH6KEjQ1z4FQNx
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BLjHZk1_Kml7GDjgOycDgFFWdLFVgj7m
https://drive.google.com/open?id=19jL8xR06HP0nKJcgSFLORiU7CKoUnAUs
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 In order to write the letter, display Parts of a Formal Letter 
to point out where the date, heading, greeting, body, 
closing, and signature are. Teacher will make sure students 
know that the recipient is the person who receives the letter 
and the sender the one who writes the letter.  

 Teacher will use The Eco-Guardians as a mentor text for 
students so they can see the different parts of a formal 
letter. Students will annotate the different parts of the letter 
in their books. 

 
Students will work in groups of 4-5 to brainstorm different 
problem-solution scenarios they will include in their formal 
letters so their school is more eco-friendly and less harmful 
to the environment. BRAINSTORM GRAPHIC 
ORGANIZER 

  

Student will choose 2 problem-solution scenarios they want 
to write about to their principal and write why they believe 
these scenarios would be the most helpful to their school. 
This information is to be included in the formal letter they 
will be writing.  
 

Once the body is completed, students will exchange their drafts. Each partner will check that the 
body of the letter accomplishes its purpose. The purpose being to offer solutions and request 
information on proposed solutions to make their school less harmful to the environment.  
  

 Each student will write 3 comments:    
 One with something they really liked about the letter 
 One about something they would change 
 One on something they have a question on or would like clarification 

  

 
Students will work independently to read the comments on their letter and rewrite the body to 
make any changes that seem necessary to improve the purpose of their letter. Students will use 
the Writing Revising Questions to clarify their letter’s purpose.   
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Gv592MlcitnUi3r8gGQH6KEjQ1z4FQNx
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/1yhW3SRERYk8x2ko_RLjWMg3oR0DWbRWy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/1yhW3SRERYk8x2ko_RLjWMg3oR0DWbRWy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LsEMgUwsO7vPiOXfs2XpLBL1d4C2sQhe
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Week 2 Monday 10/7 Tuesday 10/8 Wednesday 10/9 Thursday 10/10 Friday 10/11 

 
 

Responds Skill 

4.7A Describe personal 
connections to a variety of 
sources, including self-
selected text. 

4.7D Retell and paraphrase text 
in ways that maintain meaning 
and logical order. 

 

4.7F Respond using newly 
acquired vocabulary as 
appropriate 

4.7G Discuss specific 
ideas in the text that are 
important to the 
meaning. 

 

 

                                                                                              Genre: Informational  

4.9(D) recognize 
characteristics and structures 
of informational text, 
including: (iii) organizational 
patterns such as compare and 
contrast 

4.9(D) recognize characteristics 
and structures of informational 
text, including: (i) the central idea 
with supporting evidence 

4.7(D) retell, paraphrase, or 
summarize texts in ways that 
maintain meaning and logical order 
 

4.6(F) make inferences and use 
evidence to support 
understanding 
 
 
 

 

 

How do text features provide 
support for locating specific 
information? 

How do text features provide 
support for gaining an 
overview of the contents of 
text? 

How do details and facts support 
the main idea(s)? 
How is the main idea(s) 
determined using facts and 
details from the text? 

What are the characteristics of an 
effective summary of a section of 
text? What are the characteristics 
of an effective summary of a whole 
text? 

What inferences and/or 
conclusions can be drawn about 
specific details? 
What text evidence supports 
inferences and conclusions? 
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 Mini Lesson - Analyze Text & Graphic Features (2 days) 
Text: How Can We Reduce Household Waste? 
Focus TEKS:  4.Di 
Supporting TEKS: 4.7C 
ELPS: 4F 
  
Learning Purpose: Students will use analyze the author's use of 
graphic features to organize, present, and explain information. 
  

 
Students will use academic vocabulary to discuss the text and 
graphic features. Tell students that authors of informational texts 
such as How Can We Reduce Household Waste? often use 
different text and graphic features to organize, present, and 
explain information. 
Ask students to think about the title and the genre of the text. 
What do you know about how household trash affects our planet? 
What do you want to learn? Have students write a QuickWrite 
about their background knowledge regarding household waste. 

Project or display Anchor Chart 20: Text and Graphic Features to 
explain the following points:  

 One example of a text feature is a heading. A heading names the 
topic of each section of text.  

 The author may break down the subject further with 
subheadings.  

 Another example of a text feature is a caption, or the information 
about an illustration or photograph. Captions can provide the 
reader with more detail than what is pictured.  

 A type of graphic feature common to informational texts is a 
graph. A graph presents information in a visual way. Some types 
of graphs include circle, line, and bar graphs.  
This mini lesson will take two days. Begin the lesson by reading 
pages 420-425 from the selection aloud. Model for students the 
thought process of reading the text and stopping to read or gather 
information from the headings and the chart. (The headings tell 
you about the main topic, household waste; the subheadings 
identify specific information the reader will learn about household 
waste.) Explain the graphic features as well. (The circle graph on 
page 420 shows the percentages of different items that end up in 
the garbage.) 

Continue the discussion by asking the following interpretation 
questions: 

Mini Lesson - Summarization and Inference (2 days) 
Text: How Can We Reduce Household Waste?(HMH) 
Focus TEKS: 4.7D, 4.6F 
Supporting TEKS: 4.6G, 4.6H 
ELPS: 4G, 4I 
  
Learning Purpose: Students will summarize sections of a text.  
  

 
To start the lesson, project Anchor Chart 4: Summarize and tell 
students to read and discuss with a partner what they understand from 
the anchor chart ( IFL Routine-Pair Sharing) . Teacher will then bring 
discussion back and ask students what should be the first thing we 
look at when summarizing informational text? Teacher will continue 
discussion by asking why we need to remove repeated  and 
unnecessary information when creating a summary? 
  

Model how to fill out printable Reading Graphic Organizer 4. Start by 
writing the heading Household Waste on the organizer. After reading 
the section, discuss the main points of the section as a class. Use 
questions like;  What is the author saying in this section? Any facts 
used to support message? Then fill out the first box of the organizer 
(heading and central idea) and leave it so students can refer back to 
during the collaboration.   
  

 
Have students work in groups of 4-5 to continue completing printable 
Reading Graphic Organizer 4 using the sections Types of Household 
Waste, Paper, Plastic, Metal, and Glass, and Effects of Pollution from 
Paper, Plastic, Metal, and Glass. Once they have filled out their 
organizer, have students pair/share with a member of another group 
their main ideas of each section. Bring the discussion back to the 
entire class by creating an anchor chart with the title of the text 
and  the headings of the sections the students worked on. As each 
section is being discussed, write student findings on the anchor chart. 
  

 
 Students should summarize independently the sections What Can We 
Do?, Effects of Food and Yard Waste Pollution, and Solutions to Food 
Waste and Yard Waste Pollution. Students will complete the activity in 
their notebooks in exactly the same way they did during the 
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pZoXQ4qgMRk0EHfKmoZfSPi0w7llnFuuQ61BzjO0mw8/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pZoXQ4qgMRk0EHfKmoZfSPi0w7llnFuuQ61BzjO0mw8/edit
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1c-tZsju5qYa8tPXp6MHccgu3JEDX6cQX
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MH2P2Nrvd4eperz2aGIXVlI5xZCpl2WF
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rdekWQBTPQ33sBgQfPpzS1FnFyW6B-Hn1-AfEH6_N6c/edit
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gTQM7nAnJT4ULizIvnlr7MZtK3LNcV7i
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gTQM7nAnJT4ULizIvnlr7MZtK3LNcV7i
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gTQM7nAnJT4ULizIvnlr7MZtK3LNcV7i
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 How does the author use the cover page, to introduce and add 
meaning to the story? (The cover page shows an abundance of 
trash at a landfill which leads to the problem and solution in the 
text of reducing household waste)  

 By looking at page 421, why do you think they show the photo of 
the boy carrying a box of bottles? (The author wants to show how 
we can help reduce waste) 

 
Tell students that they will practice identifying text and graphic 
features and analyze how these features help the author achieve 
her purpose in How Can We Reduce Household Waste? As a 
class, read aloud pages 426-430. 
  

Use the following questions to guide student discussions: 
 How do the photograph on page 424 support the author’s 

purpose? (It shows water being contaminated and animals being 
affected) 

 How does the photograph on page 425 also support the author's 
purpose? (It shows how reusing an old can helps the 
environment) 
  

After day 1 of reading and working as a class to answer 
questions, ask students to make connections and explain how the 
use of text and graphic features help  the reader understand the 
text. Then have students complete a Quick Write, share, and 
discuss their writing in small groups or partners. **Remember to 
revisit the prewrite from the beginning of the lesson in order to 
determine what they’ve learned today. 

  

On day 2 of working with text and graphic features, assign 
sections of the text pages 426-434 in groups to pairs. Use the 
following question to start student discussion about the 
information explained in the text and graphic features in this 
selection. While guiding them in the process of thinking, have 
students discuss and share their findings aloud with the whole 
class. Allow  students to explore the text and explain any 
information they may have learned from any text and graphic 
features in the text. Post text feature charts around the room so 
that students can add the information they learned or have 

collaboration piece.  Remind them they need to include what is the text 
mainly about in their own words. Once students have finished, add 
new information to the anchor chart created by the class. 

  
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/13AQgJ5od-LOI-z__hwKmifJveLMRPkYAC9jqZ5MlfUI/edit
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students work in groups to complete the text feature chart 
provided. 
  

 
Students should review pages 420-434 independently and 
complete the Show It Know page 198. After completing the Show 
It Know It page, have students journal using the following prompt: 
What impact does incorrectly disposing of household waste have 
on the environment? What steps can you take to help keep our 
planet clean? 
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-zL5K1fX9prjRPBqW-JUc1LAXWCRYeXw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xRLTCpD9l4Bw97W6wL_SivX35XQqgJIP
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The author organizes this 
article by – 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Read the diagram below . Which 
of the following belongs in the 
empty box? 
The author organizes the 
information in paragraph 3 by — 
Which sentence from the 
selection explains why …. 
 
 

What is the best summary of the 
story? 
 
What are the characteristics of an 
effective summary for the whole 
text? 
 
Alternative wording: Write an 
effective summary of the selection. 
 
 

What is the author’s intended 
theme/lesson/message? 
 
What lesson does (Character 1) 
learn from (Character 2)? 
 
How do images (e.g., 
photographs) support ideas in 
text? 
 
The photograph included with 
the selection shows — 
 
The photographs of (objects in 
the photographs) after paragraph 
# are 
included most likely to — 
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Writing Routines 

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 1- Copy or glue sentence 
into notebook. 
Invitation to notice- what do you 
notice about this sentence?  

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 2- Label the parts of speech. 

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 3- Invitation to revise, keep the 
meaning but revise the sentence.  

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 4- Invitation to re-write- keep the 
structure of the sentence but rewrite 
with your own meaning.  

 

 2.3.1 Subject and Object 
Pronouns 
 

 
 
4.11D(vii) edit drafts using 
pronouns 

2.3.2 Reflexive and 
Demonstrative Pronouns 
 

 
 
4.11D(vii) edit drafts using 
pronouns 

2.3.3 Pronoun-Antecedent 
Agreement 
 

 
 
4.11D(vii) edit drafts using 
pronouns 

2.3.4 Review Pronouns 
2.3.5 Connect to writing: Using 
Pronouns 
 

 
 
4.11D(vii) edit drafts using pronouns 

  Mini Lesson: Revising - 
Strengthening Ideas (Day 1) 
TEKS: 4.1C, 4.11C, 4.12D 
ELPS: 3E, 3G 
 Learning Purpose: Students 
will use conferencing and 
revising strategies such as 
strengthening ideas to revise 
their letter from previous 
week. 

  

 

Mini Lesson: Revising - Word 
Choice 

TEKS: 4.11C 

ELPS: 1B, 5C 
 Learning Purpose:  Students 
will read and replace words that 
do not add value to their writing 
with stronger words. 

 
Explain about the second part of 
revising:  replacing words that do 
not add value to the 
writing.  Project Strengthening 

Mini Lesson: Editing: Grammar 
and Capitalization 
TEKS: 4.11D(i), 4.11D(ii)  
ELPS: 1B, 5C 
 Learning Purpose: Students will 
edit drafts for capitalization, 
punctuation, and correct pronoun 
use. 

 
Tell students they will be working 
on editing their drafts. Editing 
includes checking grammar, 
capitalization, punctuation, and 

Mini Lesson: Publish & Share 

TEKS: 4.11E 

ELPS: 3E, 3G 
 Learning Purpose: Students will 
prepare and publish their letters. 

 
Explain to students during this 
lesson they will prepare and publish 
their letters. 
Inform students that the word 
publish can mean different things 
based on the type of writing 
produced. In this case, publishing is 
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uA_B5v1hHBgrAv_zYOWUsYpTV9-1Xrs3
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uA_B5v1hHBgrAv_zYOWUsYpTV9-1Xrs3
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11ISOqJusUxneODyKy3z6ZHDOB-o8p0K4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11ISOqJusUxneODyKy3z6ZHDOB-o8p0K4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NJDZyarPdAXU23bCNZ09yF-T8JN4A-nT
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NJDZyarPdAXU23bCNZ09yF-T8JN4A-nT
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NxEbX0IRXcWBoKkVCoNKtAZ-86zkJuVh
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jI73j1q3IRVWHXVxi_28um_94IHYPw21
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jI73j1q3IRVWHXVxi_28um_94IHYPw21
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15UP5fgp9Ih8PR0Jp_eRybr3f_0eq8uRw
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Remind students that revision 
is the part of the writing 
process, in which the writer 
reflects on an assignment to 
make it stronger. 
Explain that an important part 
of revising content is adding 
details. During the revision 
phase, focus on the content 
for the modeling. Project the 
Revising Content 
Chart.  Explain that the chart 
shows four methods - adding, 
deleting, combining and 
rearranging that can be used 
to strengthen their 
writing.  Read the questions in 
the first column of the first row 
to students. Explain in some 
cases there may be enough 
detail, but if not the writer can 
revise by adding 
details.  Teacher will use the 
draft of a letter she began 
writing in mini lesson 3 of 
previous week to model 
revising content by adding, 
deleting, combining and 
rearranging. 
  

 
Tell students they will be 
providing feedback by using 
the Writing Conferencing 
Questions when revising their 
partner’s draft. Students will 
work in groups of 4. They will 
first exchange drafts with one 
partner and then the other 
one. After they have 
completed the revising 
questions on both drafts, 
students will discuss their 
writings.  

Word Choice Chart.  Read the 
before and after sentences and 
discuss the changes the writer 
made. Pose the question What 
makes the revised sentence 
stronger?   Explain that asking 
questions is a good way to 
identify poor word choice.  For 
example, ask yourself, What 
words have I overused (used 
multiple times)?  Are there better 
ways to express my idea? 
  

Using the teacher draft, model 
how to make revisions on the 
letter about revising word 
choices.  Teacher will start the 
review by reading her draft. 
Teacher will use her letter model 
to demonstrate how to modify 
word choices.  Whenever 
possible, try to use vocabulary 
words from the Eco-Friendly 
mentor Text.  
  

 
Students should work with 
partners to examine each 
sentence in their drafts.  Are 
there any places where 
sentences could be improved 
through better word choice.  Find 
one strong example in each 
draft. Write the original sentence 
on sentence strips or chart 
paper.  Write the improved 
sentence below it. Conduct a 
gallery walk. Allow students to 
leave feedback about the 
changes. 
  

 

spelling.  They will focus on three 
things to edit: capitalization, 
punctuation, and pronoun use. 
Display Editing- Capitalization and 
Punctuation and tell students they 
will focus on: 

 Capitalizing  
 Pronoun “I” 
 Punctuation (periods, exclamation 

marks, and question marks) 
  

Model by referring back to the first 
letter in The Echo-Guardians 
Text. Show students the 
capitalization, word “I”, and 
punctuation. For example, in the 
heading in the heading check the 
capitalization. Use the teacher 
draft to check for correct 
capitalization and 
punctuation.  Make any changes 
necessary. 
  

 
Students will work in pairs to peer 
edit their drafts. Teacher will keep 
displaying Editing- Capitalization 
and Punctuation to remind 
students what they are working 
on.  
For capitalization, students will 
capitalize: 

 First word in a sentence 
 Months of the year 
 Word “Dear” in greeting 
 Proper nouns (people’s names, 

places, cities, states, streets) 
 Titles ( Mr., Mrs., Dr.) 

  

For punctuation: 
 Comma between date and year 
 Colon after greeting in formal 

letter 

in reference to writing final copies of 
their letters and sending them to the 
experts of their choice. 
Model writing the final letter, 
displaying the best 
handwriting.  Discuss the borders, 
where to start writing and what lines 
not to write on (if using lined 
paper).  Discuss when to indent and 
demonstrate writing one line under 
the next. Encourage students to 
conduct one final review of the 
Letter Writing Prompt and letters 
before publishing. Review the 
Formal Letter Rubric using your 
model letter as an example. 
  

 
Students will form groups of four or 
five, seated in a circle for 
visibility.  Students will take turns 
reading their letters aloud. 
Students will pose questions after 
each letter is read and encourage 
students to answer each 
question.  Students should find one 
thing that they felt was exceptional 
or really liked to share as feedback. 
  

 
Students should reflect over 
questions and answers while 
conducting a final review of the 
letters.  Distribute stationery or lined 
paper and envelopes to each 
student. Remind students to use 
their best handwriting for the two 
final copies of their letters.  One to 
send and one to keep. 
  
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VbBGB6f_aqxmGwNKCEiXbOJq7CUll5Z9
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VbBGB6f_aqxmGwNKCEiXbOJq7CUll5Z9
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WEjwn8TiuF-Fs7C4FGTgHmowBt1o0qtW
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WEjwn8TiuF-Fs7C4FGTgHmowBt1o0qtW
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15UP5fgp9Ih8PR0Jp_eRybr3f_0eq8uRw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XTB812GuedhzWo-Q09P0JMPEdtbADopS
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XTB812GuedhzWo-Q09P0JMPEdtbADopS
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XTB812GuedhzWo-Q09P0JMPEdtbADopS
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XTB812GuedhzWo-Q09P0JMPEdtbADopS
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1u4E5bW8F6LTPY2zMEC6oBHc6vZiU9OrEx6kuOPW170k
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BLjHZk1_Kml7GDjgOycDgFFWdLFVgj7m
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Have students reflect and 
answer the following 
questions: 
How is having two partners 
read your letter helpful? 
How will this process help you 
revise your writing? 
  

 
Ask students to refer back to 
their draft letter to read aloud 
to themselves and reflect on 
whether this makes sense.  
Students will revise their 
letters to strengthen sentence 
structure by adding details to 
their essay using the 
strategies learned in the mini 
lesson. 
Allow students to use the 
Strengthening Ideas Checklist 
to guide their process. 
Circulate the room, monitoring 
student progress and offering 
suggestions where needed. 
 

Students will revise their letters 
to strengthen word choices using 
the strategies learned in the mini 
lesson. 
Circulate the room, monitoring 
student progress and offering 
suggestions where needed. 
 

 Periods at the end of sentences 
 Commas joining compound 

sentences 
 Question marks at the end of 

questions 
 Quotation marks when people are 

talking 
 Exclamation points 

 As students collaborate, teacher 
can meet with students 
individually or in small groups to 
review their editing and clear up 
misconceptions. Students will 
then pair share with their partner 
what they edited and why. 

  

 
After editing and discussing their 
drafts with a partner, students will 
work on making corrections to 
their draft.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ewFQydPHWiYVaEp1WT2rdESIugXkJkAw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ewFQydPHWiYVaEp1WT2rdESIugXkJkAw
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Week 3 Monday 10/14 Tuesday 10/15 Wednesday 10/16 Thursday 10/17 Friday 10/18 

 

 

Responds Skill 

4.7B Write a response to a 
literary or informational text 
that demonstrates an 
understanding of a text.   

4.7D Retell and paraphrase 
texts in ways that maintain 
meaning and logical order.   

4.7G Discuss specific discuss 
ideas in the text that are 
important to the meaning  

4. 7C Use text evidence to 
support an appropriate 
response.   

4.7E Interact with sources in 
meaningful ways such as not
etaking, annotating, 
freewriting, or illustrating  

 

Genre: Informational  

4.9(D) recognize 
characteristics and 
structures of informational 
text, including: (iii) 
organizational patterns 
such as compare and 
contrast 
 

4.9(D) recognize 
characteristics and 
structures of informational 
text, including: (iii) 
organizational patterns such 
as compare and contrast 
 

4.7(D) retell, paraphrase, or 
summarize texts in ways that 
maintain meaning and logical 
order 
 

4.7(D) retell, paraphrase, or 
summarize texts in ways that 
maintain meaning and logical 
order 
 

4.6(F) make inferences and 
use evidence to support 
understanding 
 

 

How do text features 
provide support for locating 
specific information? 
How do text features 
provide support for gaining 
an overview of the contents 
of text 

What ideas in the text 
represent cause and effect 
relationship? 
How are the ideas in the 
text organized? 

 What are the characteristics of an effective summary of a whole 
text?  

 What are the characteristics of an effective summary of a 
section of text? 

What inferences and/or 
conclusions can be drawn 
about specific details? 
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Mini Lesson : Author’s Purpose - Text Features (2 
days) 
Text: To your Health and Eco-Friendly Food  
Focus TEKS: 4.9Dii,4.Diii 4.10A 
Supporting TEKS: 4.9Eiii, 4.10B, 4.6C 

ELPS:  4G, 4K 

 Learning Purpose: Students should look for text and 
graphic features the author uses and determine the 
author’s purpose for writing.   

  
Explain that students can use text and graphic features 
in an informational text to help them determine the 
author’s purpose for writing, the central idea and better 
understand the important content-related concept. The 
author uses facts, examples, definitions, and details and 
visuals such as diagrams, maps, and charts to inform 
readers of various topics and ensure understanding of 
the text.  Review previously discussed anchor charts 
Text & Graphic Features 1 Text & Graphic Features 
2.  Point out that To Your Health is an informational text 
and the purpose of an informational text is to inform 
readers about a topic.   
  

Project or display the Anchor Chart Author's 
Purpose.  Use the anchor chart to explore the various 
reasons authors write and how genres relate to the 
purpose of writing.  Tell students we will practice 
identifying and explaining the importance of text and 
graphic features to help understand the author’s 
purpose while reading To Your Health. 
  
Ask: Who do you think is the intended audience for this 
text? What evidence do you have for your decision? 
  

Before reading, conduct a walk through of the text and 
pose the question, “What can you do to make more 
healthful food choices?” Continue with a think aloud, 
projecting questions and thoughts verbally and modeling 
written annotations. 
Be sure to point out the nutritional label.   Ask the 
students why the author might have included it.  Point 
out that the graphic feature serves as an illustration to 

 Mini Lesson - Text Structure/Problem-Solution 
Text: Eco-Friendly Food 
Focus TEKS: 4.9D(iii), 4.7D 
Supporting TEKS: 4.6F, 4.7C, 4.7E, 4.7G 
ELPS: 4G, 4I 
  
Learning Purpose: Students will recognize problem-solution 
structure. 
  
Students need to know authors sometimes organize their writing 
by problem and solution. The author will present a problem that 
needs to be solved. Remind students that in the article Waste Not 
from last week, the author stated the problem and then solved it. A 
problem can be between individuals or groups, or it might be with 
something that is going on in the world. A problem might even 
occur with just one person. Identifying the problem and solution 
will help them understand and remember the text better. Author’s 
use this structure to support their message and add meaning to 
their writing.  

  

To introduce the lesson, watch a video Flocabulary Video-
Problem-Solution. Students IFL Routine-Pair Share with a partner 
what the video was about.  After students have discussed with a 
partner, return to a whole group discussion. 
  

Tell students we will use Eco-Friendly Food to learn more about 
problem-solution. Display the question, What problem is the author 
presenting in the section Are You Wasteful or Waste-Aware? 
Display Anchor Chart- Problem Solution. Have students complete 
the first problem  box with what they think the problem is. Once 
finished, they will compare and discuss their answers with a 
partner. Discuss the following questions:  What solutions does the 
author propose? How can you apply this in your daily life to help 
the environment? Have students complete the first solution box 
and repeat the process. Once students have identified and 
discussed the problem-solution scenario of the section and how it 
can be applied to their daily lives, have a class discussion as to 
why the author decided to use this structure to add meaning to his 
overall message. 

  

After modeling  and discussing the first problem-solution structure 
in the text, have students work in groups of 4 or 5  to complete 

 Mini Lesson - Inferring 
Author's Message 
Text: Eco-Friendly Food 
Focus TEKS: 4.6F 
Supporting TEKS: 4.7D, 
4.9F, 4.10A 
ELPS: 1E  
  
Learning Purpose: 
Students will evaluate details 
from the text and make 
inferences to determine the 
author's message. 
  

  
Partners read page 354 
- Eco Snacks.  Partners 
answer the following 
questions: 
How did the author organize 
the information? 
What message is the author 
trying to convey? 
After partners have 
discussed the questions, 
allow the whole class to 
share their thoughts. 
  

 
Students create a T-chart in 
their journals answering the 
following question: 
What message is the author 
trying to convey in these two 
sections of text?  Give 
textual evidence. 
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https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g4/student/epub/hmh_ir4_ese08_student/#cards--4re_ese_ma_tohealth_080101/https://www.hmhco.com/rce/toc/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g4/student/epub/hmh_ir4_ese08_student/#cards--4re_ese_rd_ecofood_br_080102/https://www.hmhco.com/rce/toc/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15H3PfiIHkvdefuZ1De6uw_SP9eDqf7vi
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1c-tZsju5qYa8tPXp6MHccgu3JEDX6cQX
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1c-tZsju5qYa8tPXp6MHccgu3JEDX6cQX
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PaiOxhCdXVyCHLiw_BJu8ygO5a0fWNUU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PaiOxhCdXVyCHLiw_BJu8ygO5a0fWNUU
https://www.flocabulary.com/unit/problem-solution/
https://www.flocabulary.com/unit/problem-solution/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rdekWQBTPQ33sBgQfPpzS1FnFyW6B-Hn1-AfEH6_N6c/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/157mOGNg-t6Yp51eAZsNAKhkoEvGI6B17kOBuQ5AQtqg/edit?usp=sharing
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support the author’s purpose for writing and the central 
idea of the text. 
What are the different food groups? (There are five food 
groups: proteins, grains, vegetables, fruit and dairy.)  
Model determining the author’s purpose for 
writing.  Provide two pieces of evidence in the text to 
confirm the purpose on the Author's Purpose Graphic 
Organizer.  
Partners turn and talk: Why do you think eating well is 
good for your body and the planet?(Eating sustainable 
foods, which are locally grown, are great ways to create 
to create a compost or natural waste.) 

Read and discuss the first section of Eco-Friendly Food, 
Are You Wasteful or Waste-aware?  Lead the discussion 
by asking the following questions:   

 In the section Are You Wasteful or Waste-Aware, what 
does the author want us to understand? What does the 
author say we can do about this? Use text evidence to 
support your response. (The author wants us to 
understand that it is wasteful to use so many containers 
to pack one lunch. The author provides six ideas that 
could be done, such as pour juice or water into a drink 
bottle.) 

 Look at the box on the bottom of page Are You Wasteful o  
Waste-Aware. Who do you think the author’s intended 
audience is? How does this information connect to you? 
Use evidence to support your answer. (People who pack 
their own lunch. Some of us pack our own lunch, so we ca  
use tips to be more eco-friendly) 
Ask:  Did the author do anything that made you stop, re-
read, or question your understanding as we read this 
text? 

 
Display and review the How to Have a Discussion. 
Present the following questions for groups of students to 
discuss: 

 Review Are You Wasteful or Waste-Aware. Which of the 
ideas that the author lists are wasteful?  Which are 
waste-aware? (It is wasteful to pack a lunch with many 
disposable items and have each item in a separate 
package.  It is waste-aware to combine foods and use 
reusable packaging.)   

Elevation Activity- Text Types. During this activity, students will 
annotate and find the problem-solution structures found in sections 
Eco Snacks and Think About Your Drink. They fill out Anchor 
Chart- Problem Solution and complete together the next two 
problem-solution boxes in the anchor chart. Once finished, 
students will put their answers on a sticky note and put the note on 
a class Problem Solution chart. 
  

Call on volunteers to discuss why they chose the problem/solution 
they did. 

  

Students will use the letter The Eco-Guardians.  Independently, 
they will complete the last problem-solution box of anchor chart 
Anchor Chart- Problem Solution. They will then write in their 
notebooks about a problem that might be affecting the 
environment at home or school and offer at least 1 possible 
solution to the problem they have stated. 

  Mini Lesson - Text Structure/Compare-Contrast 
Text: Eco-Friendly Food 
Focus TEKS: 4.9D(iii) 
Supporting TEKS: 4.6F, 4.7C, 4.7E, 4.7G 
ELPS: 4G, 4I 
  
Learning Purpose: Students will analyze the compare/contrast 
relationship in the text to determine author's purpose. 
  

 
Turn to page 355 - Think About Your Drink. Discuss the title - Why 
would it be important to think about our drink?  Students turn and 
talk about what they think the page will be about.  Read the first 
paragraph.  Ask:  Why would the author include this 
information?  Ask:  What is the message the author wants to 
convey?  Read the second paragraph.  Ask: Why is this 
information important? 
Turn and talk:  What is the message the author is trying to 
convey?  What does the author want readers to do? 
  
Point out the sidebar, Eco Impact.  Read the information out loud 
to the class.  Ask:  What type of information is the author sharing 
in this sidebar? 
  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MhtbZ9BSZClFTDRs2f_V926zECt4_bbX
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MhtbZ9BSZClFTDRs2f_V926zECt4_bbX
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CQ_LvhHdLiKIvaCAS5vjwCJlarQ3cnZc
https://app.ellevationeducation.com/Strategies/Activity/Details/400
https://docs.google.com/document/d/157mOGNg-t6Yp51eAZsNAKhkoEvGI6B17kOBuQ5AQtqg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/157mOGNg-t6Yp51eAZsNAKhkoEvGI6B17kOBuQ5AQtqg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/157mOGNg-t6Yp51eAZsNAKhkoEvGI6B17kOBuQ5AQtqg/edit?usp=sharing
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 What are some ways that growing food at a school 
garden can be useful?(Growing food at a school garden 
can be useful because it provides healthy foods and 
shows children how they can cheaply and easily grow 
food at their own homes.) 

 How does the author’s usage of diagrams in the text “To 
Your Health” help you understand the central idea and 
purpose of the text?  Provide textual evidence to support 
your answer. (The diagram provides a means to 
healthier shopping and eating, which is beneficial to the 
individual and the environment.  The diagram used by 
the is a nutritional label and text guides the reader 
through how to properly read the label.) 
Be sure that students annotate the text and take notes, 
locating evidence to provide answers to the 
questions.  Using the IFL Routine-Pair Share students 
will use their notes and annotations to Pair Share their 
responses in collaborative discussion. 
  

 
Students will independently read and annotate the 
sections Growing Food and Food Miles, select one of 
the two sections, provide the author’s purpose for writing 
that section and give text evidence on the Author's 
Purpose Graphic Organizer. 
Students will complete the Author's Purpose Worksheet 
for Eco-Friendly Food. 

 
Partners read the sidebar on page 355 and answer the following 
questions. 
How did the author organize the information? 
What message is the author trying to convey? 
How does this information and feature support the author's 
message?  How is this information useful to you in helping the 
environment? 
After partners have discussed the questions, allow the whole class 
to discuss the author's opinion of bottled water vs. tap water. 
  

 
Students do a quick write comparing/contrasting tap water with 
bottled water. 
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rdekWQBTPQ33sBgQfPpzS1FnFyW6B-Hn1-AfEH6_N6c/edit
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MhtbZ9BSZClFTDRs2f_V926zECt4_bbX
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MhtbZ9BSZClFTDRs2f_V926zECt4_bbX
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CkfHqh6fSEQcY2bkovxL4IosJiDzrUjk
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 Read the diagram below. Which of the following belongs in 
the empty box? 
 
The author organizes the information in paragraph 3 by — 
 
Which sentence from the selection explains why …. 
 
 

What is the best summary of the story? 
 
What are the characteristics of an effective summary for the 
whole text? 
 
Alternative wording: Write an effective summary of the selection. 
 

What is the author’s 
intended 
theme/lesson/message? 
 
What lesson does 
(Character 1) learn from 
(Character 2)? 
 
How do images (e.g., 
photographs) support ideas 
in text? 
 
The photograph included 
with the selection shows — 
 
The photographs of (objects 
in the photographs) after 
paragraph # are 
included most likely to — 
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                                                                                            Writing Routine 

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 1- Copy or glue 
sentence into notebook. 
Invitation to notice- what do 
you notice about this 
sentence?  

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 2- Label the parts of 
speech. 

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 3- Invitation to revise, 
keep the meaning but revise 
the sentence.  

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 4- Invitation to re-write- 
keep the structure of the 
sentence but rewrite with your 
own meaning.  

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 5 Assessment Revise  

 4.11(D)(vii) edit drafts 
using pronouns 2.4.1 
Possessive Pronouns 
2.4.2 Possessive Pronouns 
With Nouns and Alone 
 
 

4.11(D)(vii) edit drafts using 
pronouns 2.4.3 Using 
Possessive Pronoun  
2.4.4 Review Possessive 
Pronouns 
2.4.5 Connect to Writing: 
Using Possessive Pronouns 
 
 

4.11(D) edit drafts using 
standard English 
conventions, including: (v) 
adverbs that convey 
frequency and adverbs that 
convey degree 
4.2.1 Adverbs 
4.2.2 Adverbs of Frequency 
and Intensity 
 
 

4.11(D) edit drafts using 
standard English 
conventions, including: (v) 
adverbs that convey 
frequency and adverbs that 
convey degree 
4.2.3 Adverbs in Different 
parts of sentences 
4.2.4 Review Adverbs 
4.2.5 Connect to 
Writing:  Using Adverbs 
 
 

4.11(D) edit drafts using 
standard English 
conventions, including: (v) 
adverbs that convey 
frequency and adverbs 
that convey degree 
Display and Engage Adverbs 
Adverbs Practice Pages 
Adverbs Practice Pages 
Answer Key 
  

 

 

Mini Lesson 1: Discussing 
the Writing Prompt 
(Opinion Essay) 
TEKS: 4.11A, 4.12C 
ELPS: 1A, 1C, 1E 
 Purpose: Students will use 
mentor text Reducing 
Household Waste to discuss 
the parts of an opinion essay 
and the writing prompt.  

  

Display the  Opinion Essay 
Writing Prompt . A student 
will read it and then students 
will pair share what they 
think the topic says they will 
be writing about. Remind 

Mini Lesson: Establishing Opinion, Organizing Reasons 
for an Opinion Essay and Research to Support Claim (1-2 
days) 
Purpose: Students will consider opinions and topics for their 
essay as part of prewriting process. 

TEKS: 4.11A, 4.12C 
ELPS: 1A, 1C, 1E 

  

Display the Opinion Paragraph. Give students time to read the 
paragraph, and then have them write in their notebooks the 
topic and the opinions related to it. Have them pair share their 
answers with a partner to see if they agree. As the following 
questions. What does the author think about sardines? What 
does the author assume the reader thinks about sardines? 
  

Mini Lesson: Preparing to Draft 
Purpose:  Students will develop an initial draft.  They will 
learn to organize ideas and provide support for their opinion. 
TEKS: 4.11B(i), 4.11B(ii), 4.12C, 4.13A 
ELPS: 3G 
 Remind students that they will develop their opinions (claim) 
into an essay.  The purpose of an opinion essay is to 
persuade readers to think a certain way about a particular 
topic. 

 Display and explain the PARTS of an ARGUMENTATIVE 
ESSAY.  Make sure students understand each point. 

 Claim - your main argument 
 Evidence - examples and ideas supporting the claim 
 Counterclaim - the argument against the claim 
 Rebuttal - reasons why the rebuttal is wrong 
 Conclusion - restates the claim 

Conduct a THINK PAIR SHARE over the parts to assess the 
students’ understanding of the concepts. 
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Q7CjtWFXnVOI7dmB71ZdHCtu6omreFBO
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QSqVTj52qfQFcfjGpYp417n4xf8FBOSw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QSqVTj52qfQFcfjGpYp417n4xf8FBOSw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1V5vC8gKC9_dynFHfTBQD7TMDPVyaPUO2
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1V5vC8gKC9_dynFHfTBQD7TMDPVyaPUO2
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iuyAa_hNDyA3JIi3LM5r6tZ_JN3qQf41
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1t6PYNoqr191Kp5BL-ReaMET9CZcSbbHq
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1t6PYNoqr191Kp5BL-ReaMET9CZcSbbHq
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17cxO0S3JtXz1bWjpWfulfVFp_JxmsPyJ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17cxO0S3JtXz1bWjpWfulfVFp_JxmsPyJ
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g4/teacher/epub/hmh_ir4_egtg04_teacher/#cards--4re_gtg_adverbs_423/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g4/teacher/epub/hmh_ir4_egtg04_teacher/#cards--4re_gtg_adverbs_423/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g4/teacher/epub/hmh_ir4_egtg04_teacher/#cards--4re_gtg_adverbs_423/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g4/teacher/epub/hmh_ir4_egtg04_teacher/#cards--4re_gtg_adverbs_423/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g4/teacher/epub/hmh_ir4_egtg04_teacher/#cards--4re_gtg_adverbs_423/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g4/teacher/epub/hmh_ir4_egtg04_teacher/#cards--4re_gtg_adverbs_423/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g4/teacher/epub/hmh_ir4_egtg04_teacher/#cards--4re_gtg_adverbs_424/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g4/teacher/epub/hmh_ir4_egtg04_teacher/#cards--4re_gtg_adverbs_424/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g4/teacher/epub/hmh_ir4_egtg04_teacher/#cards--4re_gtg_adverbs_424/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Dzxvt6J84jx0xGtogxijp6F1gKX5CttY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hkw08ks8GGEy2s38AKrCpHaX3onq-V8U
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WzUlM342C_M71tX_TmU1_MYEPPyayrdQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WzUlM342C_M71tX_TmU1_MYEPPyayrdQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11h2DdZ7iiZQhhp1RBRLQ3a1kDQ00nbqhMtkbDr5Hy4w
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11h2DdZ7iiZQhhp1RBRLQ3a1kDQ00nbqhMtkbDr5Hy4w
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13VrdCbCs-HoJ7X4UAMXansKJ2PDPc7V4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TMlbwoBX4agF-EVIg-7iazZPZcyHYusV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TMlbwoBX4agF-EVIg-7iazZPZcyHYusV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_GJhTrLQbmHfhipr0e8iCY0PqPTrbfOcZIhi8MOSWJg
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students they will write an 
opinion essay that gives 
facts and reasons to support 
the opinion.  
Tell students when 
discussing their prompt, they 
always need to keep in mind 
their audience and purpose. 
Display the Opinion Essay 
Rubric so students can see 
what a well written essay will 
include. Point out that when 
writing an opinion essay, it 
should include support and 
evidence.  

Tell students that they will 
use the text Reducing 
Household Waste to see 
how the author supported his 
message and for them to 
use it as an example to 
support their opinion in their 
essays.   

  

Model finding the author’s 
claim and one supporting 
sentence. 

  

 
Students should work in 
groups to continue to 
reference their mentor text 
Reducing Household Waste. 
They will collaborate in the 
following way: 

 Using Parts of an 
Argumentative Essay , they 
will identify the claim, 
evidence, and conclusion in 
the text. 

Display the  Opinion- Reasons to Try Sardines. Tell students 
when they are planning their essay, they should write every 
reason they have to support their claim. Provide time for them 
to work in pairs to identify the reasons that were used on the 
Opinion Paragraph.  Teacher will point out the reasons not 
included were not as strong as the ones which were included. 
Strong reasons can be supported by specific facts and details. 
This is why they will do research to find facts, examples, and 
details to support their essay. Teacher will display Research 
Anchor Chart and review it with the class.  
 

   

Students will complete Writing Planner .Their opinion is that 
people should do everything they can to not contaminate the 
environment. They will start annotating their reasons along 
with text evidence using the mentor text as an example. They 
should organize their reasons from most to least important with 
facts and details to support it. Once finished, students will 
exchange papers to go over the reasons and see how well 
supported  they are with facts and details.  

  

As the final piece of the prewriting process, students will do 
research to find facts, examples, and details to support their 
opinion essay. They will use TAKING NOTES RESEARCH 
ORGANIZER.  
 

 

Display Fishing for Good Health and discuss with the class 
the introduction used by the author to grab the attention of 
the audience.  Point out how the author introduces the topic 
and leads into the opinion statement. Point out the author’s 
usage of transition words to connect opinions and 
reasons.  Display Transition Words and continue to work 
through Fishing for Good Health with the class to call out the 
various transition words used. 
  

In opinion texts, authors persuade readers to do something or 
believe something.  Show the Call to Action Chart and read 
the examples of call to action. Inform students the call to 
action is the opportunity to convince the reader.  Tell them to 
think about what might convince them. Remind students to 
make their call to action statements relate to their reasons 
and support.   
  

 
Have students work together to craft their calls to 
action.  Encourage students to be creative with their 
language to make the call to action appealing to the 
reader.  When the pairs finish, invite them to share their calls 
to action with class for more input and feedback.  
  

 
Post the following reminders for students to refer to before 
starting their drafts. 

1. Get readers’ attention with an interesting question or 
surprising, attention grabbing statement. 

2. Tell specifically how the waste my affect the 
individual and the planet. 

3. Include explanations, facts and details that strongly 
support your opinion. 

  

Remind students to utilize their reasons and supporting 
reasons for recording.  They are to refer back to their reasons 
as they draft. Students will begin writing, as they write, 
circulate room assisting when needed. 
  
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=17drBgJC58tJIfqq7jN27zqMHPdCaUkSm
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17drBgJC58tJIfqq7jN27zqMHPdCaUkSm
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TMlbwoBX4agF-EVIg-7iazZPZcyHYusV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TMlbwoBX4agF-EVIg-7iazZPZcyHYusV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TFtMq2YoNYS_BR_FQ7VUuMGqshBgfo21
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13VrdCbCs-HoJ7X4UAMXansKJ2PDPc7V4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=194MV4NP4dmcWM3b8MYYC4i-Jy-VB9Vw9
https://drive.google.com/open?id=194MV4NP4dmcWM3b8MYYC4i-Jy-VB9Vw9
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VmrL-c5RSf1SR9mhuLWOPUkwDfcWvETF
https://drive.google.com/open?id=134aV4Jstu5i8HGHZUa5pyZtr6_dUexhf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=134aV4Jstu5i8HGHZUa5pyZtr6_dUexhf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=16GVHXYCBaWQz_41PzdW_Hm6z9Y1voX7y
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Yw0G32QhGA864vK_BJw6VtxUacMt4amq
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ULAOnu4RPbRi0Fd3ZxfYoskDQFRLXbz_
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 They will write in their 
notebooks 3 ways or 
examples the author has 
used in the text to support 
his message.  They will pair 
share their findings with their 
partner and decide which of 
those examples best support 
the author’s message. 
  

 
Students will complete 
Organizer- Opinion Essay. 
Their opinion is that people 
should do everything they 
can to not contaminate the 
environment. They will start 
annotating their reasons 
along with text evidence 
using the mentor text as an 
example.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gRLmbIyOQlDlf_GCXEY8kojTiA1NWMst
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Week 4 Monday 10/21 Tuesday 10/22 Wednesday 10/23 Thursday 10/24 Friday 10/25 

 

 

Responding Skills 

4.7G Discuss specific ideas 
in the text that important to 
the meaning.   

4.7D Retell and paraphrase 
texts in ways that maintain 
meaning and logical order.   

4.7E Interact with sources in 
meaningful ways such as 
notetaking, annotating, 
freewriting, or illustrating.   

4.7C Use text evidence to 
support an appropriate 
response.   

4.7C Use text evidence to 
support an appropriate 
response.   

 

                                                                                                          Genre: Informational  

4.9(D) recognize 
characteristics and 
structures of informational 
text, including: (iii) 
organizational patterns 
such as compare and 
contrast 

4.9(D) recognize 
characteristics and 
structures of informational 
text, including: (i) the central 
idea with supporting 
evidence 

4.7(D) retell, paraphrase, or 
summarize texts in ways that 
maintain meaning and logical 
order 
 

4.6(F) make inferences and use evidence to support 
understanding 
 
 

 

What ideas in the text 
represent cause and effect 
relationships? 
How are the ideas in the 
text organized? 

How do details and facts 
support the main idea(s)? 
How is the main idea(s) 
determined using facts and 
details from the text? 

 What are the characteristics of 
an effective summary of a 
whole text?  

 What are the characteristics of 
an effective summary of a 
section of text? 

What inferences and/or conclusions can be drawn about 
specific details? 
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 Mini Lesson - Cause and 
Effect  
Text: Waste Not (Time 4 
Kids) 
If the link does not connect 
you directly to the article, 
you may need to log into 
HMH, click on the Current 
Events tab and then click 
into Time4Kids.  The article 
is located in the 
Environment section. 
Focus TEKS: 4.9D(iii), 
4.10B 
Supporting TEKS: 4.6B, 
4.6E, 4.7B,  4.7C  
ELPS: 1C, 4F 
  
Learning 
Purpose:  Students will 
analyze cause and effect 
relationships and how 
authors use this text 
structure in their writing to 
support their message. 

 
Start the lesson with a quick 
write IFL Routine- Quick 
Write.  Ask:  What do you 
know about cause and 
effect relationships?  After 
most students are finished, 
students pair share their 
answers with a partner IFL 
Routine- Pair Share.  

Watch Video- Cause and 
Effect. After the video, lead 
a discussion about students 
quick writes and video. After 
the discussion, write on the 
board "The cause is why 
something happened and it 
always happens first, even if 
it isn’t mentioned first. The 

Mini Lesson: 
Characteristics of 
Informational Text/Central 
Idea 
Text: Rain Forest Alert! 
Focus TEKS: 4.9Di, 4.10B 
Supporting TEKS: 4.7C, 
4.9F 
ELPS:  
  
Learning Purpose  
Students will recognize 
characteristics of 
informational texts including 
central idea with supporting 
evidence. 
  
Activate students’ 
background knowledge 
asking students what they 
know about rainforests. 
Think pair share about what 
students know before 
displaying the Brainpop 
video: Rainforest. After the 
video, engage students in a 
short discussion about the 
importance of the rainforest 
to our planet based on what 
they already know. Ask: 
What information did you 
learn in the video? Were 
there any features of the 
video (sound, pictures, etc.) 
that helped you learn about 
the rainforest? 
  
Although we are using a 
leveled reader this week, 
we are only focusing on 
some of the chapters to 
practice the skills of 
questioning and central 
idea. We will be using 
chapters 1, 2, 8, and 9 for 

Mini Lesson: Characteristics 
of Informational Text/Central 
Idea 
Text: Rain Forest Alert! 
Focus TEKS: 4.9Di, 4.10B, 
4.7D 
Supporting TEKS: 4.7C, 4.9F 
ELPS:  
 

Learning Purpose  
Students will retell, paraphrase, or 
summarize texts in ways that 
maintain meaning and logical 
order.  

 

Activate students’ background 
knowledge asking students 
what they know about 
rainforests. 

 
Ask:  What is the title of chapter 
two? (What Is a Rain 
Forest?)  The chapter title is a 
type of subheading. This 
subheading lets me know that I 
will be reading about what a 
rainforest is.  
  
Read aloud chapters 1-2 to the 
class. After reading chapter 2, 
begin model to identify the 
central idea and supporting 
evidence. Remind students that 
the central idea is what the 
chapter is mostly about and the 
details are the evidence that 
support that idea. Use the 
central idea graphic organizer to 
complete this lesson.  
 Example of a think aloud: 
The topic of this chapter is 
rainforest so I will fill that in on 

Mini-Lesson:  Author's Craft/Text Structure 

Text:  Waste Not 
Focus TEKS:  4.6G, 4.9Di, 4.10B, 4.6F 

Supporting TEKS: 4.6H 

  

Learning Purpose:  The students will analyze the author's 
use of text structure to aid understanding of the text. 

  

 
Read and discuss the text Waste Not.  Point out the bolded 
headings.  Ask:  What information do these headings give 
us? (The main topic of the section.) 
Model using the heading as the topic to determine the main 
idea sentence and supporting details.  Point out that the 
heading and main idea sentence give the reader a problem 
that needs solving, and the paragraphs offer solutions. 
  

 
Assign each small group a section of the article.  Student 
groups should read their section and find the main idea 
sentence with supporting details.  Groups should present 
their main idea sentence and supporting details to the 
class.   
  
Small groups should then discuss the following questions: 

 After re-reading the first paragraph, why do you think the 
author started the text with a fact? 

 Why is the author including the concept of “shared tables” in 
the text? (shared tables is a strategy being used to reduce 
food waste in school cafeterias) 

 Why does the author end the article with questions? (Partial 
reasoning for conducting the research was for students to 
understand and be accountable for how their habits affect 
the environment.) 

Allow time for a class discussion of the questions.   
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https://www.timeforkids.com/g56/waste-not-2/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13AQgJ5od-LOI-z__hwKmifJveLMRPkYAC9jqZ5MlfUI/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13AQgJ5od-LOI-z__hwKmifJveLMRPkYAC9jqZ5MlfUI/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_GJhTrLQbmHfhipr0e8iCY0PqPTrbfOcZIhi8MOSWJg/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_GJhTrLQbmHfhipr0e8iCY0PqPTrbfOcZIhi8MOSWJg/edit
https://www.flocabulary.com/unit/cause-and-effect/
https://www.flocabulary.com/unit/cause-and-effect/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13AQgJ5od-LOI-z__hwKmifJveLMRPkYAC9jqZ5MlfUI/edit?usp=sharing
https://jr.brainpop.com/science/habitats/rainforests/
https://jr.brainpop.com/science/habitats/rainforests/
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/1nOt4D63KwdirlZ1juvnqx3I9GhubZlaB/view?usp=sharing
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effect is what happened, 
and it occurs after the 
cause." Provide time for 
students to write the 
definitions and then the 
following examples:  

The dog ran away because 
its owner left the gate open.  
If you practiced playing the 
piano every day, what 
would happen?  
Model identifying the cause 
and effect 
relationships.  Consider 
using a consistent 
annotation strategy such as 
using different colored 
highlighters for cause and 
effect with an arrow going 
from the cause to the effect 
or circling the cause and 
underlining the effect, 
etc.  Use consistent 
language to determine the 
cause and the effect. Model 
filling out the Cause and 
Effect Graphic Organizer 
with their answers. To start 
connecting Waste Not with 
the concept of cause and 
effect, ask students to refer 
to the first two paragraphs 
of the article. Ask students 
to find an example of cause 
and effect and then discuss 
as a class IFL Routine- 
Class Discussion  how the 
example fits into the cause 
and effect structure.  
  

 
Make sure to prepare 
sentence strips for each 

the next few lessons. You 
will have to distribute the 
leveled readers to the 
groups and remind students 
that they are sharing the 
text for this lesson. 
  

 
Ask:  What is the title of 
chapter two? (What Is a 
Rain Forest?)  The chapter 
title is a type of subheading. 
This subheading lets me 
know that I will be reading 
about what a rainforest is.  
  
Read aloud chapters 1-2 to 
the class. After reading 
chapter 2, begin model to 
identify the central idea and 
supporting evidence. 
Remind students that the 
central idea is what the 
chapter is mostly about and 
the details are the evidence 
that support that idea. Use 
the central idea graphic 
organizer to complete this 
lesson.  
  
Example of a think aloud: 
The topic of this chapter is 
rainforest so I will fill that in 
on my graphic organizer. 
This chapter told me all 
about how the rainforest is 
a place where plants and 
animals live together, that is 
my central idea. The text 
also stated that  more than 
half of the different kinds of 
the world’s plants and 
animals live in rainforests. 
That is a detail, I will add 

my graphic organizer. This 
chapter told me all about how 
the rainforest is a place where 
plants and animals live 
together, that is my central idea. 
The text also stated that  more 
than half of the different kinds of 
the world’s plants and animals 
live in rainforests. That is a 
detail, I will add that as my first 
detail. Continue this process by 
adding two more details to the 
graphic organizer from chapter 
two that supports your central 
idea. 
  

 
In small groups, have students 
read Chapter Eight: An 
Alarming Rate. Students read 
the text and work together with 
their group to determine the 
central idea and details.  Post 
the following questions to focus 
and guide group discussions: 
   

 After reading Chapter 8, what 
questions do you have about 
rainforests? (Student response 
will vary)  

 What problem is the rainforest 
faced with? How will this impact 
the environment? (The 
rainforest is in danger of 
disappearing. This will cause 
the loss of plant and animal 
species, medicines yet to be 
discovered may be lost forever, 
global warming.) 

 What details support the idea 
that rainforests are in danger?  

 How do the text and graphic 
features support your 
understanding of what is 

 How does the author organize the article?  Is the 
organization beneficial to the idea the author is relaying? 
Provide text evidence to support your answer.  (Problem and 
Solution, the author states several problems and solutions, 
such as school lunches being wasted and offering healthier 
food choices.) 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ivQNVl55qqM4I5ppX01CU4kWHj2V08Tn
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ivQNVl55qqM4I5ppX01CU4kWHj2V08Tn
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TcJozaS5LseY0YSRwOwzY6w0XEZVIug1mAtVxynKN0U/editIF
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TcJozaS5LseY0YSRwOwzY6w0XEZVIug1mAtVxynKN0U/editIF
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/1nOt4D63KwdirlZ1juvnqx3I9GhubZlaB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/1nOt4D63KwdirlZ1juvnqx3I9GhubZlaB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nOt4D63KwdirlZ1juvnqx3I9GhubZlaB
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group with one sentence 
strip containing the cause 
and another the effect. 
Examples from the text the 
teacher can use are:   
1. Students do not eat all 
their food : it goes to waste 
2. Students waste food : it 
costs the school money 
3. food packages end up in 
landfills : landfills fill up 
quickly.  
Students will work with their 
groups to match the 
sentence strips and then 
write the answers in their 
notebooks. Have students 
pair share their answers 
with a member from another 
group.  
  

After sharing their answers, 
students will collaborate in 
finding cause and effect 
relationships on the third 
and fourth paragraphs of 
the article and fill out Cause 
and Effect Graphic 
Organizer.   When groups 
are finished, call on 
volunteers to come to the 
projector and fill out the 
Graphic Organizer. 
 Groups answer the 
following questions: 

 Besides being harmful to 
the environment, why are 
school districts trying to 
reduce food waste? Use 
text evidence to support 
your answer.   (wasting food 
is expensive “Half-eaten 
apples, chicken tenders, 

that as my first detail. 
Continue this process by 
adding two more details to 
the graphic organizer from 
chapter two that supports 
your central idea. 
  

 
In small groups, have 
students read Chapter 
Eight: An Alarming Rate. 
Students read the text and 
work together with their 
group to determine the 
central idea and 
details.  Post the following 
questions to focus and 
guide group discussions: 
   

 After reading Chapter 8, 
what questions do you have 
about rainforests? (Student 
response will vary)  

 What problem is the 
rainforest faced with? How 
will this impact the 
environment? (The 
rainforest is in danger of 
disappearing. This will 
cause the loss of plant and 
animal species, medicines 
yet to be discovered may 
be lost forever, global 
warming.) 

 What details support the 
idea that rainforests are in 
danger?  

 How do the text and graphic 
features support your 
understanding of what is 
happening in the rainforest? 
(Photographs show the 
trees in the rainforest being 

happening in the rainforest? 
(Photographs show the trees in 
the rainforest being destroyed 
by fire to clear the land.)   
   
Tell students these questions 
will help them gain a better 
understanding of  the text and 
identify the central idea and 
details. Provide students with a 
graphic organizer to complete 
as a group.  
  

 
Have students read Chapter 9: 
How Can You Help?. Tell them 
to keep in mind what the 
chapter is mostly about. 
Students will read the chapter 
and complete the central idea 
graphic organizer with 
supporting evidence from the 
text.  

  

 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ivQNVl55qqM4I5ppX01CU4kWHj2V08Tn
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ivQNVl55qqM4I5ppX01CU4kWHj2V08Tn
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nOt4D63KwdirlZ1juvnqx3I9GhubZlaB
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nOt4D63KwdirlZ1juvnqx3I9GhubZlaB
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nOt4D63KwdirlZ1juvnqx3I9GhubZlaB
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nOt4D63KwdirlZ1juvnqx3I9GhubZlaB
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and turkey sandwiches 
come at a cost.”) 

 How is scheduling lunch 
after recess a good strategy 
to reduce food 
waste?  (Students are 
hungrier after playing) 

 Why do you think healthier 
eating and  wasting less 
food is important to the 
planet?  (Per the article, the 
author states healthier 
eating is linked to 
environmental issues.) 

 
Students will practice 
independently cause and 
effect relationships by 
finding examples in the 
section Taste Test. They 
will record their findings on 
the Cause and Effect 
Graphic Organizer following 
the process done during the 
collaboration piece. 
  

When students are finished, 
they will write about their 
own school cafeteria in their 
journals. Their writing will 
include cause and effect 
relationships found in the 
article that could work in 
their own school as well.  
  
 

destroyed by fire to clear 
the land.)   
   
Tell students these 
questions will help them 
gain a better understanding 
of  the text and identify the 
central idea and details. 
Provide students with a 
graphic organizer to 
complete as a group.  
  

 
Have students read 
Chapter 9: How Can You 
Help?. Tell them to keep in 
mind what the chapter is 
mostly about. Students will 
read the chapter and 
complete the central idea 
graphic organizer with 
supporting evidence from 
the text.  

  

 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ivQNVl55qqM4I5ppX01CU4kWHj2V08Tn
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nOt4D63KwdirlZ1juvnqx3I9GhubZlaB
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nOt4D63KwdirlZ1juvnqx3I9GhubZlaB
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nOt4D63KwdirlZ1juvnqx3I9GhubZlaB
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The author organizes this 
article by – 
 

Read the diagram below . 
Which of the following 
belongs in the empty box? 
 
The author organizes the 
information in paragraph 3 
by — 
 
Which sentence from the 
selection explains why …. 
 
 

What is the best summary of 
the story? 
 
What are the characteristics of 
an effective summary for the 
whole text? 
 
Alternative wording: Write an 
effective summary of the 
selection. 
 
 

What is the author’s intended 
theme/lesson/message? 
 
What lesson does (Character 1) 
learn from (Character 2)? 
 
How do images (e.g., 
photographs) support ideas in 
text? 
 
The photograph included with 
the selection shows — 
 
The photographs of (objects in 
the photographs) after 
paragraph # are 
included most likely to — 
 
 

What is the author’s 
intended 
theme/lesson/message? 
 
What lesson does 
(Character 1) learn from 
(Character 2)? 
 
How do images (e.g., 
photographs) support ideas 
in text? 
 
The photograph included 
with the selection shows — 
 
The photographs of 
(objects in the 
photographs) after 
paragraph # are 
included most likely to — 
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Writing Routine 

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 1- Copy or glue sentence 
into notebook. 
Invitation to notice- what do 
you notice about this sentence?  

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 2- Label the parts of speech. 

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 3- Invitation to revise, keep 
the meaning but revise the 
sentence.  

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 4- Invitation to re-write- 
keep the structure of the sentence 
but rewrite with your own 
meaning.  

Mentor Sentence Routine: Day 
5 Assessment Revise and  

 

4.11(D)(vii) edit drafts 
using pronouns  
2.5.1 Using I and Me 
 
 

4.11(D)(vii) edit drafts using 
pronouns  
2.5.2 Using the Right Pronoun 
 
 

4.11(D)(vii) edit drafts using 
pronouns  
2.5.3 Reflexive Pronouns 
 
 

4.11(D)(vii) edit drafts using 
pronouns 
2.5.4 Review: Correct 
Pronouns 
 
 

4.11(D)(vii) edit drafts 
using pronouns 2.5.5 
Connect to Writing: Using 
the Correct Pronoun 
  
Correct Pronouns Practice 
Pages 
Correct Pronouns Practice 
Pages Answer Key 
  
2013 STAAR practice pages 
36-39 

 

Mini Lesson 1: Revising and 
Conferencing (1 to 2 days) 
TEKS: 4.11C, 4.11D(i), 
4.12C 
ELPS: 3E, 5F 
Purpose: Students will learn 
how to clearly connect ideas 
in order to revise their 
writing.  They will learn to 
combine sentences similar in 
topic, use conjunctions to 
relate ideas and use 
transition words to 
strengthen their overall 
writing. 
  

 

Mini Lesson 1: Revising and 
Conferencing (1 to 2 days) 
TEKS: 4.11C, 4.11D(i), 4.12C 
ELPS: 3E, 5F 
Purpose: Students will learn 
how to clearly connect ideas 
in order to revise their 
writing.  They will learn to 
combine sentences similar in 
topic, use conjunctions to 
relate ideas and use transition 
words to strengthen their 
overall writing. 
  

 
Mentor Text Connection - 
Waste Not  

Mini Lesson 2: Editing and 
Peer Proofreading (1 to 2 
days) 
TEKS: 4.11D(i), 4.11D(x), 
4.11D(xi), 4.12C 
ELPS: 3E, 3G, 5C, 5D 
  

Purpose: Students will learn 
how to proofread writing for 
spelling and grammar and 
edit writing for capitalization, 
punctuation and mechanics. 
  

 
Mini Lesson 
Mentor Text Connection - how 
and why are we using the 

Mini Lesson 2: Editing and 
Peer Proofreading (1 to 2 
days) 
TEKS: 4.11D(i), 4.11D(x), 
4.11D(xi), 4.12C 
ELPS: 3E, 3G, 5C, 5D 
  

Purpose: Students will learn 
how to proofread writing for 
spelling and grammar and 
edit writing for capitalization, 
punctuation and mechanics. 
  

 
Mini Lesson 
Mentor Text Connection - how 
and why are we using the 

Mini Lesson 2: Editing and 
Peer Proofreading (1 to 2 
days) 
TEKS: 4.11D(i), 4.11D(x), 
4.11D(xi), 4.12C 
ELPS: 3E, 3G, 5C, 5D 
  

Purpose: Students will learn 
how to proofread writing for 
spelling and grammar and 
edit writing for capitalization, 
punctuation and mechanics. 
  

 
Mini Lesson 
Mentor Text Connection - 
how and why are we using 
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=1K0UTUSMnO1X29B-Kr2bgDn_Y8iI1pRN_
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15KHbpiL_tAj1LUDqWxx4czlqvqfWnYcN
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ke-SZ31vo_uu2MZU6elpCpaRF53-63vZ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wGytWEgu2UykimQ3z0cQmtmFVtjgmwyI
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wGytWEgu2UykimQ3z0cQmtmFVtjgmwyI
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12pbDABr7wTXISUGoWvQcACiZMFg2Q6Ip
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12pbDABr7wTXISUGoWvQcACiZMFg2Q6Ip
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1I51mZUAkL2FWBrmOFscNZS95lYHSFUAj
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1I51mZUAkL2FWBrmOFscNZS95lYHSFUAj
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SiRenmh0gsRUpZ_iamMclUpZv-tZUu4F
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SiRenmh0gsRUpZ_iamMclUpZv-tZUu4F
https://tea.texas.gov/student.assessment/staar_released_test_questions/
https://tea.texas.gov/student.assessment/staar_released_test_questions/
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Mentor Text Connection - 
Waste Not  
Combining sentences using 
transitions 
 Display the COMBINE 
SENTENCE CHART and 
explain to students that good 
writers look for ways to 
combine sentences in order 
to help readers better 
understand the 
writing.  Remind students 
that complex sentences can 
be made by combining:  
Independent Clauses - stand 
alone as sentences 
Dependent Clauses - can 
not alone as sentences 
          Examples: Where we 
go to school, If they want to 
be healthy, Although I like 
strawberries 
Subordinating Conjunctions - 
combination of independent 
and dependent clauses 

Example:  Some 
people do not like 
spinach. Spinach is 
an important part of 
a balanced meal. 

These sentences are both 
short, simple 
sentences.  They may not 
seem related, but they both 
are about spinach.  Combine 
the sentences by making the 
first part a dependent clause 
with the subordinating clause 
although.  The new sentence 
would read “Although some 
people do not like spinach, it 
is an important part of a 
balanced meal. 
  

Combining sentences using 
transitions 
 Display the COMBINE 
SENTENCE CHART and 
explain to students that good 
writers look for ways to 
combine sentences in order to 
help readers better 
understand the 
writing.  Remind students that 
complex sentences can be 
made by combining:  

Independent Clauses - stand 
alone as sentences 
Dependent Clauses - can not 
alone as sentences 
          Examples: Where we 
go to school, If they want to 
be healthy, Although I like 
strawberries 
Subordinating Conjunctions - 
combination of independent 
and dependent clauses 

Example:  Some 
people do not like 
spinach. Spinach is 
an important part of a 
balanced meal. 

These sentences are both 
short, simple 
sentences.  They may not 
seem related, but they both 
are about spinach.  Combine 
the sentences by making the 
first part a dependent clause 
with the subordinating clause 
although.  The new sentence 
would read “Although some 
people do not like spinach, it 
is an important part of a 
balanced meal. 
  

Display TRANSITION WORD 
CHART and explain to 

mentor text (pull sentences, 
apply to grammar focus, etc) 
 Display EDITING 
CHECKLIST ANCHOR 
CHART.  Review the items on 
the checklist. Demonstrate 
how to use proofreading 
marks on some example 
sentences.  Discuss the 
importance of proofreading for 
mechanics. Emphasize how 
mistakes in capitalization, 
punctuation and spelling can 
interfere with the meaning of 
the essay and lead to 
misunderstanding. 

  

Model editing the teacher 
example essay using the 
Editing Checklist Anchor 
Chart.  

  

 
Students will use the clocking 
activity to proofread each 
other’s opinion 
essay.  Display and discuss 
the PROOFREADING 
CHECKLIST for the opinion 
essay.  Students may also 
use the Editing Checklist 
Anchor Chart. 
Procedures for the editing 
using the clockin method: 

 Students form two rows, 
sitting opposite each other. 

 Each student will be the editor 
of another student’s essay. 

 Call out an item to be 
checked on the 
PROOFREADING 
CHECKLIST. 

mentor text (pull sentences, 
apply to grammar focus, etc) 
 Display EDITING 
CHECKLIST ANCHOR 
CHART.  Review the items on 
the checklist. Demonstrate 
how to use proofreading 
marks on some example 
sentences.  Discuss the 
importance of proofreading for 
mechanics. Emphasize how 
mistakes in capitalization, 
punctuation and spelling can 
interfere with the meaning of 
the essay and lead to 
misunderstanding. 

  

Model editing the teacher 
example essay using the 
Editing Checklist Anchor 
Chart.  

  

 
Students will use the clocking 
activity to proofread each 
other’s opinion 
essay.  Display and discuss 
the PROOFREADING 
CHECKLIST for the opinion 
essay.  Students may also 
use the Editing Checklist 
Anchor Chart. 
Procedures for the editing 
using the clockin method: 

 Students form two rows, 
sitting opposite each other. 

 Each student will be the editor 
of another student’s essay. 

 Call out an item to be 
checked on the 
PROOFREADING 
CHECKLIST. 

the mentor text (pull 
sentences, apply to grammar 
focus, etc) 
 Display EDITING 
CHECKLIST ANCHOR 
CHART.  Review the items 
on the checklist. 
Demonstrate how to use 
proofreading marks on some 
example 
sentences.  Discuss the 
importance of proofreading 
for mechanics. Emphasize 
how mistakes in 
capitalization, punctuation 
and spelling can interfere 
with the meaning of the 
essay and lead to 
misunderstanding. 

  

Model editing the teacher 
example essay using the 
Editing Checklist Anchor 
Chart.  

  

 
Students will use the 
clocking activity to proofread 
each other’s opinion 
essay.  Display and discuss 
the PROOFREADING 
CHECKLIST for the opinion 
essay.  Students may also 
use the Editing Checklist 
Anchor Chart. 
Procedures for the editing 
using the clockin method: 

 Students form two rows, 
sitting opposite each other. 

 Each student will be the 
editor of another student’s 
essay. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BHGeYtVIMHzkbxlEcRB3mwPS0ioXMfJD
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BHGeYtVIMHzkbxlEcRB3mwPS0ioXMfJD
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BHGeYtVIMHzkbxlEcRB3mwPS0ioXMfJD
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BHGeYtVIMHzkbxlEcRB3mwPS0ioXMfJD
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Yw0G32QhGA864vK_BJw6VtxUacMt4amq
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Yw0G32QhGA864vK_BJw6VtxUacMt4amq
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XTB812GuedhzWo-Q09P0JMPEdtbADopS
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XTB812GuedhzWo-Q09P0JMPEdtbADopS
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XTB812GuedhzWo-Q09P0JMPEdtbADopS
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kYw0eoyuk9HLUvGldWvJWxm6gG_KGSwE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kYw0eoyuk9HLUvGldWvJWxm6gG_KGSwE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kYw0eoyuk9HLUvGldWvJWxm6gG_KGSwE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kYw0eoyuk9HLUvGldWvJWxm6gG_KGSwE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XTB812GuedhzWo-Q09P0JMPEdtbADopS
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XTB812GuedhzWo-Q09P0JMPEdtbADopS
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XTB812GuedhzWo-Q09P0JMPEdtbADopS
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kYw0eoyuk9HLUvGldWvJWxm6gG_KGSwE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kYw0eoyuk9HLUvGldWvJWxm6gG_KGSwE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kYw0eoyuk9HLUvGldWvJWxm6gG_KGSwE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kYw0eoyuk9HLUvGldWvJWxm6gG_KGSwE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XTB812GuedhzWo-Q09P0JMPEdtbADopS
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XTB812GuedhzWo-Q09P0JMPEdtbADopS
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XTB812GuedhzWo-Q09P0JMPEdtbADopS
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kYw0eoyuk9HLUvGldWvJWxm6gG_KGSwE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kYw0eoyuk9HLUvGldWvJWxm6gG_KGSwE
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Display TRANSITION 
WORD CHART and explain 
to students transitions words 
can be used at the 
beginning, middle or the end 
of sentences.  Post the 
following sentences: 

 Additionally, trying an 
unfamiliar foods can provide 
a wider variety of vitamins to 
your diet as well. 

 Trying unfamiliar foods can 
provide a wider variety of 
vitamins to your diet as well. 

 Trying unfamiliar foods, 
however can provide a wider 
variety of vitamins in your 
diet. 
Model underlining the 
transition words and/or 
phrases for the first 
sentence.  Circle the 
commas and note the 
placement in the examples 
on the board. Note that 
commas are often used with 
transition words.  They go 
after, around and/or before a 
transition word depending on 
its placement in the 
sentence. Not all transitions 
require commas. 
  

Model using transitions by 
combining some sentences 
in the teacher example 
essay. 
  

 
Students work with partners 
to identify two sentences in 
each essay that can be 
combined using a 

students transitions words can 
be used at the beginning, 
middle or the end of 
sentences.  Post the following 
sentences: 

 Additionally, trying an 
unfamiliar foods can provide a 
wider variety of vitamins to 
your diet as well. 

 Trying unfamiliar foods can 
provide a wider variety of 
vitamins to your diet as well. 

 Trying unfamiliar foods, 
however can provide a wider 
variety of vitamins in your diet. 
Model underlining the 
transition words and/or 
phrases for the first 
sentence.  Circle the commas 
and note the placement in the 
examples on the board. Note 
that commas are often used 
with transition words.  They go 
after, around and/or before a 
transition word depending on 
its placement in the sentence. 
Not all transitions require 
commas. 
  

Model using transitions by 
combining some sentences in 
the teacher example essay. 
  

 
Students will work in pairs to 
plan their final copies.  They 
will assess the essay using 
the Opinion Essay Rubric and 
providing feedback if 
improvement is 
needed.  Circulate the room, 
monitoring and providing tips 
as needed.   

 All edits should be made on 
the Writer’s Editing Paper 
(sheet with the writer’s name 
at the top). 

• The editor should 
write their name next 
to their corresponding 
comment in the event 
the writer has 
questions. 

  

 
The students will work 
independently to edit their 
writing for spelling, 
punctuation and 
grammar.   The writer’s will 
use the skills learned during 
the mini lesson to make edits 
and integrate any suggestions 
from the clock activity they 
feel are necessary.  Circulate 
the room and provide 
assistance as needed. 
  
  

 

 All edits should be made on 
the Writer’s Editing Paper 
(sheet with the writer’s name 
at the top). 

• The editor should 
write their name next 
to their corresponding 
comment in the event 
the writer has 
questions. 

  

 
The students will work 
independently to edit their 
writing for spelling, 
punctuation and 
grammar.   The writer’s will 
use the skills learned during 
the mini lesson to make edits 
and integrate any suggestions 
from the clock activity they 
feel are necessary.  Circulate 
the room and provide 
assistance as needed. 
  
  

 

 Call out an item to be 
checked on the 
PROOFREADING 
CHECKLIST. 

 All edits should be made on 
the Writer’s Editing Paper 
(sheet with the writer’s name 
at the top). 

• The editor should 
write their name next 
to their 
corresponding 
comment in the 
event the writer has 
questions. 

  

 
The students will work 
independently to edit their 
writing for spelling, 
punctuation and 
grammar.   The writer’s will 
use the skills learned during 
the mini lesson to make edits 
and integrate any 
suggestions from the clock 
activity they feel are 
necessary.  Circulate the 
room and provide assistance 
as needed. 
  
  

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Yw0G32QhGA864vK_BJw6VtxUacMt4amq
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Yw0G32QhGA864vK_BJw6VtxUacMt4amq
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17drBgJC58tJIfqq7jN27zqMHPdCaUkSm
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kYw0eoyuk9HLUvGldWvJWxm6gG_KGSwE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kYw0eoyuk9HLUvGldWvJWxm6gG_KGSwE
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transition.  Students write the 
two sentences and the new 
sentence on construction 
paper and post for other 
students to see and give 
feedback. 
  

While students meet with 
partners, you may want to 
meet with small groups of 
students who need more 
help with transition and 
combining sentences. 
  

 
Have students revisit their 
own writing to combine 
sentences and use 
conjunctions and transition 
words in order to better their 
writing.  They will also take 
advantage of the feedback 
provided during the 
conferencing session. 
  

  

Students should reflect over 
questions and answers while 
conducting a final review of 
their opinion writing. 
Distribute lined paper to each 
student.  Remind students to 
use their best handwriting for 
the final copy of their writing.   
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Week 5 Monday 10/28 Tuesday 10/29 Wednesday 10/30 Thursday 10/31 Friday 11/1 

 
 

Responding Skills  

4.7D Retell and paraphrase 
texts in ways that maintain 
meaning and logical order 

4.7D Retell and paraphrase 
texts in ways that maintain 
meaning and logical order 

4.7D Retell and paraphrase 
texts in ways that maintain 
meaning and logical order 

4.7D Retell and paraphrase 
texts in ways that maintain 
meaning and logical order 

4.7D Retell and paraphrase 
texts in ways that maintain 
meaning and logical order 

 

Genre: Informational  

Second Six Weeks Common Assessment Administration Window 
Adjust the days/dates accordingly. 

4.3(B) use context within 
and beyond a sentence to 
determine the relevant 
meaning of unfamiliar 
words or multiple meaning 
words 

Second Six Weeks Common Assessment Administration 4.9(E) recognize 
characteristics and structures 
of argumentative text by: (i) 
identifying the claim 
 

4.9(E) recognize 
characteristics and 
structures of argumentative 
text by: (i) identifying the 
claim 
 

 

How do authors use their 
craft to hook the reader? 
How does the survival of 
the rainforest affect the 
planet? 
 

How are the Eco Guardians 
supporting their message of 
wanting to help the 
environment? 

How are the Eco Guardians 
supporting their message of 
wanting to help the 
environment? 
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Mini Lesson: Anecdote 

Text: Rain Forest Alert! 
Focus TEKS: 4.3B, 4.10G 
Supporting TEKS: 
ELPS: 
  
Learning Purpose: 
Students will add a short 
personal story (anecdote) 
as an introduction to the 
opinion essays they wrote 
last week. 
  
Explain to students that 
today we will be rereading 
Rain Forest Alert!. Today’s 
purpose for reading is to 
identify and explain the 
author’s use of an 
anecdote.  ***This lesson 
may take one or two days. 
Also in this lesson, use 
context clues to determine 
vocabulary in the text for 
words such as 
(ecosystem, absorbing, 
steady, habitat) 
  

 
Model writing a quick write 
on a topic of your choice, 
then have students write 
about something that has 
made a negative impact on 
our planet. Tell students to 
reflect on the past 5 weeks 
and all the new information 
they have learned as they 
write. By the end of this 
lesson, students will be 
adding an anecdote to 
their quick write as the 
beginning of their opinion 

 
 

Mini Lesson: Anecdote 

Text: Rain Forest Alert! 
Focus TEKS: 4.3B, 4.10G 
Supporting TEKS: 
ELPS: 
 
Learning Purpose: Students will add a short personal 
story (anecdote) as an introduction to the opinion essays 
they wrote last week. 
  
Explain to students that today we will be rereading Rain 
Forest Alert!. Today’s purpose for reading is to identify and 
explain the author’s use of an anecdote.  ***This lesson 
may take one or two days. Also in this lesson, use context 
clues to determine vocabulary in the text for words such as 
(ecosystem, absorbing, steady, habitat) 
  

 
Model writing a quick write on a topic of your choice, then 
have students write about something that has made 
a negative impact on our planet. Tell students to reflect on 
the past 5 weeks and all the new information they have 
learned as they write. By the end of this lesson, students 
will be adding an anecdote to their quick write as the 
beginning of their opinion essay from the previous week. 
  
Although we are using a leveled reader this week, we are 
only focusing on some of the chapters to practice the skill 
of identifying and explaining an anecdote. We will be using 
only chapter one. 
Display and read chapter one aloud to the class.  Example 
of a think aloud: 
I know this text is an informational text but as I was 
reading, I noticed the author used an anecdote - or short, 
personal example - as an introduction to this text. This 
really pulled me into the story as I read and visualized 
myself being in the rainforest. The author used an 
anecdote to engage the reader as soon as they began 
reading the text. This anecdote helps the reader feel like 
they are right in the rainforest.  
  
  
Post the following questions for students to see: 
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essay from the previous 
week. 
  
Although we are using a 
leveled reader this week, 
we are only focusing on 
some of the chapters to 
practice the skill of 
identifying and explaining 
an anecdote. We will be 
using only chapter one. 
Display and read chapter 
one aloud to the 
class.  Example of a think 
aloud: 
I know this text is an 
informational text but as I 
was reading, I noticed the 
author used an anecdote - 
or short, personal example 
- as an introduction to this 
text. This really pulled me 
into the story as I read and 
visualized myself being in 
the rainforest. The author 
used an anecdote to 
engage the reader as soon 
as they began reading the 
text. This anecdote helps 
the reader feel like they 
are right in the rainforest.  
  
  
Post the following 
questions for students to 
see: 

 How does the author help 
the reader feel like they 
are in the rainforest? (by 
speaking directly to the 
reader and making them 
visualize themselves 
there)  

 Which words does the 
author use to create the 
mood in the anecdote? 

 How does the author help the reader feel like they are in 
the rainforest? (by speaking directly to the reader and 
making them visualize themselves there)  

 Which words does the author use to create the mood in 
the anecdote? How does it make you feel? (warm, 
peaceful, the perfect place, steady, barely notice, enjoy)  
After the class discussion, model for students how to write 
a short anecdote to add to the beginning of your quick 
write from earlier.  

 
Have students work with a partner to add an anecdote to 
their own writing from last week. Students work with a 
partner to take turns reading their anecdotes aloud. Have 
partners check for sensory words and vivid verbs that 
create the mood. Give students specific feedback while 
they are working independently and working in pairs. For 
students that are struggling with writing an anecdote, pull a 
small group while the other students are working 
independently. Give them the following questions to guide 
their anecdote writing:  

 What experience can you use to hook the reader? 
 What sensory words can you use to keep the reader 

interested? 
 How can you help connect the reader to your essay topic? 

   

  
Have students take out their opinion essays from last 
week. Tell students to reflect on their own experience(s) 
with taking care of the environment and include a short 
personal story (anecdote) as an introduction to their 
essays. Allow a few students to share aloud with the class. 
  
Interpretation of Text 

Mini Lesson : Opinion Text  
This lesson may take 2 class periods.  Suggested time 

frame - Modeling on Day 1/Collaboration and 
Independence on Day 2 

  

Text: The Eco Guardians  
Focus TEKS: 4.9Ei, 4.9Eii, 4.9Eiii 
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How does it make you 
feel? (warm, peaceful, the 
perfect place, steady, 
barely notice, enjoy)  
After the class discussion, 
model for students how to 
write a short anecdote to 
add to the beginning of 
your quick write from 
earlier.  

 
Have students work with a 
partner to add an anecdote 
to their own writing from 
last week. Students work 
with a partner to take turns 
reading their anecdotes 
aloud. Have partners 
check for sensory words 
and vivid verbs that create 
the mood. Give students 
specific feedback while 
they are working 
independently and working 
in pairs. For students that 
are struggling with writing 
an anecdote, pull a small 
group while the other 
students are working 
independently. Give them 
the following questions to 
guide their anecdote 
writing:  

 What experience can you 
use to hook the reader? 

 What sensory words can 
you use to keep the reader 
interested? 

 How can you help connect 
the reader to your essay 
topic? 
   

  

Supporting TEKS: 4.6F, 4.6G, 4.10A, 4.10B 

ELPS: 2G, 3E, 3F 
Learning Purpose:  Students will recognize 
characteristics of an opinion text structure and how authors 
use details to support their claim. 

  

 
Explain that in this unit we will read texts about how to care 
for the environment. Today's lesson will include students 
reading two letters, Letter 1 and Letter 2.  These are in the 
section entitled Eco Guardians.  Class will read these 
letters aloud or in small groups. These letters contain both 
facts and opinions.  After students have read the text, point 
out that we are going to begin talking about argumentative 
(opinion) text in which the author has an opinion that 
he/she supports.  Teacher will display Identifying the Claim 
anchor chart and review the points with the class. Teacher 
will refer students to paragraph 2 of Letter 1  and ask: 
What motivates the students to write this letter? Provide 
text evidence to support your answer. What are they 
asking for? (Students will respond that the Echo Guardians 
want to help the environment. They want to help the 
environment. They say "we would appreciate your advice 
on ways to help the environment.") 
  

Teacher will refer students back to paragraph two of Letter 
1 and ask students: 
How are the Eco Guardians supporting their message of 
wanting to help the environment? (Students will respond 
they are offering a solution in annual environmental 
awareness day.)  Teacher will continue the discussion by 
repeating the process using paragraph 3 of the letter. 
  

To ensure comprehension, discuss as a class the following 
questions: 

 To whom is the first letter addressed? (Emelia Garcia, VP 
Global Solutions) 

 Why did the students write the letter to her? (She is the VP 
of Global Solutions) 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=11RTVga69egfXKaf8lKgxAJ1HYAMglmpT
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OUoSHRRdaETgLwRsb2JhObvfH7_B3dm5
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QwiSrYkjG4dtuWjmkDeW8EhgrnQ07Amc
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11RTVga69egfXKaf8lKgxAJ1HYAMglmpT
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11RTVga69egfXKaf8lKgxAJ1HYAMglmpT
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11RTVga69egfXKaf8lKgxAJ1HYAMglmpT
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Have students take out 
their opinion essays from 
last week. Tell students to 
reflect on their own 
experience(s) with taking 
care of the environment 
and include a short 
personal story (anecdote) 
as an introduction to their 
essays. Allow a few 
students to share aloud 
with the class. 
  
Interpretation of Text 

Mini Lesson : Opinion 
Text  

This lesson may take 2 
class periods.  Suggested 

time  

  

 Who are the Eco Guardians? What do they do? (Group of 
students who are passionate about ecology and 
conservation. They protect the Earth) 

  

Have students read the second letter, Letter 2,  with a 
partner. And answer the following questions in their 
notebooks: 
Who is writing the letter? What is her response to the Eco 
Guardians?  How is she supporting her response to the 
Eco Guardians? Find an opinion given in the second letter 
and discuss why it is an opinion. What is the purpose of 
the letter? 
  

Students will continue to work with their pairs to come up 
with a different solution to help the environment that the 
Eco-Guardians could have used in their letter. They will 
then write a paragraph using the letter as an example in 
which they explain their solution. 
Have students collaborate among their groups to answer 
the following questions to discuss as a class when 
finished: 

 What’s the claim made in their letter? What facts do the 
Eco Guardians use to support their claim?  (They want 
advice on how to help the environment and they have 
some possible solutions “we would appreciate your advice 
on ways to help the environment. One of our ideas is to 
host an annual environmental awareness day.”)  

 What problems do the Eco Guardians want to address? 
What are their proposed solutions and what facts do they 
use to support them?  (They want to help the environment 
by creating annual environmental awareness day, convert 
vacant land to sanctuaries. Facts used are picking up trash 
and recycling help the environment) 

 Why did the group choose their solution? Provide evidence 
to support your answer.  

  

As part of independent work, students will answer the 
following questions: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OUoSHRRdaETgLwRsb2JhObvfH7_B3dm5
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 Why did the author include paragraph 4 on his response 
letter? (It supports the importance of the sanctuary in 
preserving many animal habitats and provides a place for 
people to enjoy nature.) 

 What suggestion did the author make in paragraph 4? 
(Suggest asking parents to start a petition.) 

 What claim did the author make based on her suggestion? 
(The town may decide to set aside the land rather than 
develop it.) 

 What evidence did the author include to support her claim? 
(The petition should describe the land’s natural features 
and some of the animals that live there because people 
will respond better if they have information.) 

 How does the use of graphic features such as The Eco 
Guardians logo support the author's purpose? (The 
purpose is to persuade the reader to take action and the 
logo shows how recycling is another way to help the 
environment.)  
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How does the context help 
determine word meaning? 
 
Which words from 
paragraph # help the 
reader understand the 
meaning 
of the word (word)? 
In paragraph #, (word) 
means — 
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Daily Writing Routines 

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 1- Copy or glue 
sentence into notebook. 
Invitation to notice- what do 
you notice about this 
sentence?  

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 2- Label the parts of 
speech. 

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 3- Invitation to revise, 
keep the meaning but revise 
the sentence.  

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 4- Invitation to re-write- 
keep the structure of the 
sentence but rewrite with your 
own meaning.  

Mentor Sentence Routine:  
Day 5 - Revise and Edit 
Assessment  

 

4.10(A) explain the author's 
purpose and message within 
a text 
Use this time to review any 
grammar concepts that your 
students did not master 
during this unit. 

 

4.10(A) explain the author's 
purpose and message within 
a text 
Use this time to review any 
grammar concepts that your 
students did not master during 
this unit. 

 

4.10(B) explain how the use 
of text structure contributes to 
the author's purpose 
Use this time to review any 
grammar concepts that your 
students did not master 
during this unit. 

 

4.10(B) explain how the use 
of text structure contributes to 
the author's purpose 
Use this time to review any 
grammar concepts that your 
students did not master 
during this unit. 

 

4.10(B) explain how the use 
of text structure contributes 
to the author's purpose 
Use this time to review any 
grammar concepts that your 
students did not master 
during this unit. 

 

 

Writing an Informational Text 
Mini-Lesson 1 
TEKS: 4.6B, 4.6F, 4.6G, 4.7C, 4.10A, 4.10B, 4.11A, 4.11B, 4.12B 
Purpose:  Students will begin the process of writing informational text by composing paragraphs with main idea sentences and supporting details. 
  

 
  
Explain to students that while you are reading informational text, this would be a good time to write informational text as well.  Tell the students that they are 
going to write an expository essay , which is a kind of informative text. Show the informative writing anchor chart.  
   

 Discuss the elements that must be present in informative writing.   
 Thesis statement  
 Supporting Paragraphs that include a central idea and supporting details 
 Conclusions 

   
This week we will work on writing paragraphs that include a main idea and supporting details.  With the class, model writing a paragraph with a central idea 
and supporting details based on one of the topics you have studied during this unit. 
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https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g4/student/epub/hmh_ir4_gace_student/#cards--4re_gac_1_infotext/more/
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Ask students to come up with main idea statements based on the texts read during the unit.  You will use these main idea statements as group work during the 
collaboration time. 
  

 
Pass out a main idea statement to each group.  Students work together in groups to write at least 3 supporting detail sentences for their group’s 
statement.  Groups post their paragraphs on chart paper. Conduct a gallery walk to allow all students to read and give feedback.  (Save these for mini-lesson 
2.) 
  

 
Tell students that they will be writing paragraphs on their own about the prompt: 
What is something you can do to be a guardian of our planet? 
  
Students should brainstorm in their journal ways that they can be a guardian of the planet.  
  
Mini-Lesson 2 
TEKS:  4.9D, 4.11Bi, 4.11C, 4.12B 
  

 
Using the paragraphs from mini-lesson 1, model locating the central idea of the paragraph.  Locate the supporting sentences and think aloud to determine if 
the sentences are clear and truly support the central idea.  Work together as a class to write a concluding sentence for the teacher paragraph. 
  

 
Students work together to write a concluding sentence for paragraphs from mini-lesson 1.  Groups read their paragraph aloud and share the concluding 
sentence with the group. 
  

 
Students write a paragraph that contains a central idea sentence, supporting details, and a concluding sentence. 
  
 

 


